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Curris calls regents decision
step toward 'acting university'
By The Associated Press
A decision by Murray State
University regents to make only.
acting appointments will turn the
school into an "acting university," outgoing President Constantine Curris has warned.
Curris, who will leave the school
June 30, 1983, accused the regents
of playing "political games- by
making only interim appointments at the school until his
replacement is found.
The regents voted last week to
make all appointments to key
positions temporary until a new
president is hired, probably in July 1983.
Curris, in an interview following
the vote, said the decision will
keep more qualified applicants
away because of uncertain job
security.
Regent Jerry Woodall, of Lexington, said the policy represents
"a courtesy" to those being appointed to positions by putting

BUILDING A GOOD FOUNDATION — Workers from the Crouch Construction Company, Mayfield, lay the
forms that will shape a portion of sidewalk leading to the new, enlarged parking facilities at the University
Center on the campus of Murray State University. The work should be completed in three to four weeks.
Staff photo by Greg Travis

them on notice that the next president may want to make some
,changes.
He countered criticism of the
proposal from other board
members by saying it provides an
incentive for the interim official to
do a good job in order to receive a
permanent appointment.
Curris disagreed. -Universities
are educational, not political, institutions," he said. "There must
be stability, security and
academic freedom. These five
regents apparently equate university employment with political
patronage jobs that expectedly
change in a wholesale manner
when administrations change."
The regents who voted for the
new policy are the same five who
ended months of squabbling with
Curris in May when they voted not
to renew his contract as top administrator at the college.
Those regents, Curris said, are

-the same group who created
disruption and disorder at Murray
State 18 months ago. land ) now
seek to paralyze the university for
another year by impeding national searches and the appointment of qualified faculty and
staff."
There are now several vacancies in major positions at the
school, including the vice president for academic affairs and the
director of information and public
services.
-Cronyism, nepotism and
political connections evidently
will influence future appointments," Curris charged.
"What the board majority has to
have is a president who will play
the political game with them." he
added. "This pesident will not do
it. so the board majority has
decided to stop making appointments until they find a president
who will play their games."

Collins to be among several
U.S. to honor Soviet contracts speakers to address dedication

DES MOINES, Iowa 1AP —
President Reagan, courting
farmers in the Midwest, says the
United States must honor its grain
contracts with the Soviet Union
and re-establish its reliability as a
supplier.
But even as Reagan was stressing the importance of honoring
U.S. grain contracts, his aides
were reacting coolly to Britain's
decision its uphold its contracts to
help build a Soviet natural gas
pipeline.
The president made his point
about U.S. grain agreements
twice Monday as he addressed
corn growers in Des Moines and
then chatted with farmers under a
broiling midsummer sun 41 miles
from the Iowa capital in State
Center,Iowa.
Today, he is flying to Hartford.
Conn.. to address the centennial
convention of the Knights of Columbus. He also plans lunch with
Cardinal Agostino Casaroli, the
Vatican secretary of state, who
came to the Connecticut capital
for the meeting of the Roman
Catholic organization.
While the president discussed
grain with Iowa farmers, his aides
were responding to Britain's decision to go along with other European allies who have promised to
continue assistance for the proposed 3,500-mile pipeline.
Reagan has urged the allies to
hold off pipeline-related trade
with the Soviets until the Soviet-

sunny today
Today sunny, hot and humid.
High in the lower to middle 90s.
South winds 5 to 15 mph.
Tonight clear, warm and
humid. Low in the lower to mid
70s. Light south winds, Wednesday sunny, hot and humid. High
in the lower to middle 90s.
South winds 10 to 15 mph.
Thursday through Saturday :
Hot and humid with scattered
thundershowers F'riday and
Saturday.

assisted martial law is relaxed in
Poland. In June, he imposed sanctions against firms shipping U.S.licensed technology to the Soviets
for the pipeline.
Last Friday. Reagan said the
United States, in response to
developments in Poland, would
continue to refrain from
negotiating a long-term grain
agreement with the Soviets.
But he acted to patch up relations with Midwest farmers by
saying that the current grain
agreement with. the Soviet Union
would be extended for one year
and that there would be no limits
on size of shipments.
At the 25th annual convention of
the National Corn Growers
Association, Reagan said that the
one-year extension "would have
the sanctity of a contract, ensuring U.S. farmers access to the
Soviet market."

Kentucky Lt. Gov. Martha
Layne Collins will be on the campus of Murray State University
Friday to dedicate University
Farm signs donated by the
Agriculture Alumni Association.
She will be the speaker and
assist in the unveiling ceremony
to begin at 1 p.m. on 3 site near the,
dairy barn along College Farm
Road.
Dr. James Long, chairman of
the Department of Agriculture,
said the public is invited to attend
the dedication program and to
paticipate at 1:30 p.m. tours of the
University Farm.
Another event scheduled on the
same day is a 9:30 a.m, meeting of
the Advisory Board to the Department of Agriculture, which is
Martha Layne Collins
made up of about 60 members
from five states representing a signs erected on the farm were
two judge-executives of counties
cross-section of occupations.
Mrs. Collins, who has been in West Kentucky — Terry McKinlieutenant governor since 1979, is
also a former clerk of the Kentucky Supreme Court. That
background in Kentucky government includes experience in all
three branches of government —
judicial, executive and legislative.'
She was elected by the nation's
lieutenant governors as vice
chairman of the National Conference of Lieutenant Governors.
She is also Kentucky's representative on the Southern Regional
Education Board.
Besides Mrs. Collins and Long,
others to participate in the dedication of the sign which identifies the
University Farm are Larry
Gilbert of Murray, president of
the Agriculture Alumni Association, Dr. Constantine W. Curris,
university' president, and Dr.
Gary Boggess, dean of the College
of Environmental Sciences.
Among those who led in the effort to raise the funds and have

Murray Preschool Co-op to
offer new session this fall
Tuition to the school is $22 per
The Murray Preschool Co-op
would like to offer an additional month. To be eligible children
session this fall with a class for - must be three years of age before
three- and four-year-olds. The Oct. 1.
class will meet on Tuesday and ."There is a great need for
Thursday for three hours and 15 preschool sessions in Murray and
this new opening would help to acminutes.
commodate more children," comThe co-op preschool is run by
mented a spokesperson.
the parents of the children enrollAnyone interested in the
ed, thus allowing the parents to
Tuesday-Thursday session should
share their child's first excontact Debbie Lyons, 753-9963.
periences at school.
The deadline for filling the class in
Aug. 9, therefore all contacts
Twice a month each parent
should be made as soon as possiassists the teacher in the
ble, it was added.
preschool classroom bringing
The co-op preschool meets in the
their own particular skills and inEarly Childhood Center on North
terests to the program. This will
16th Street with regular Mondayhopefully make the Murray
Wednesday-Friday schedule to
Preschool Co-op enviroment more
begin Sept. 1.
enriching for the children.

ney of Lyon County and James
Everett of Fulton County. Dr.
John Griffin and Bill Cherry.
members of the agriculture faculty at Murray State. served as cochairmen of the sign committee.
The farm tours, to begin in the
area near the sign dedication site,
will give visitors an opportunity to
see different areas of the farm,
which is the primary teaching
laboratory for agriculture
students. Faculty and students
will make presentations at each
stop on the tour.
Areas on the tour will include
turf plots, the greenhouse. forage
grasses, the dairy operation:' an
orchard under establishment,
various crops such as corn. soybeans and tobacco, research on
soil erosion control and the effects
of erosion on production and profit. the horsemanship program
and the beef and swine operations.

Doctors review Hinckley's condition

By LARRY MARGASAK
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP -- If a
federal judge follows the advice of
One Section — 12 Pages
John W. Hinckley's doctors, the
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firmed the contents. They spoke
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to call 753-1116 between 5:30
The judge has scheduled a hearp.m. end 6 p.m., Mondoi throe'', Fri: ing Monday to determint whether
day, or 3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. Sow. Hinckley should be let out of St.
Elizabeths. the federal mental
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He said the importance of this
was brought home by Gov.
Charles Thone of Nebraska, who
said. "There must be no question
about our respect for contracts."
"We must restore confidence in
U.S. reliability as a supplier:'
Reagan said.
Then, when he visited the 500acre farm operated by Allan, Eric
and Donald Dee, he said that grain
embargo declared by the Carter
administration in the wake of the
Soviet's military move into
Afghanistan in December. 1979,
"has shaken faith in our neighbors
throughout the world as to
whether we're reliable or not as a
supplier."
He told about 40 farmers seated
at picnic tables that the United
States must "restore that faith in
us that if we've made a deal or a
contract, it'll be a contract and
we'll keep it."

facility he entered June 21 after a
jfiuhrdy,
found
f
do hp
irep
m lo
dceernathb
ee
y• reason
ofof insanity.
Hinckley has not asked for his
freedom and could decide to waive
the release hearing he's entitled to
under the law. If he remains at St.
Elizabeths, either voluntarily or
because Parker orders it. Hinckley could return to court every
six months to ask for his release.
To let Hinckley out Parker must
evidence. thet he is not likely to injure himself or other persons due
to iriental illness.
According to the sources, the St.
fillizabeths dochirs said Hinckley
is afflicted with the depression
and personality disorders described in detail at his trial for shooting
Reagan, White House Press
Secretary'James „Brady aad.,tw.o.
law enforcement officers. ,
According to that tfial
testimony. That means Hinckley
has fantasies, exhibits odd
behavior, has an exaggerated

feeling of self-importance and is
socially isolated.
One doctor said at his trial that
Hinckley has a lonely person's
disorder.
Twice since he's been in
custody, Hinckley has attempted
suicide — once by taking an overdose of the painkiller Tylenol and
another time by hanging himself.
The St. Elizabeths doctors believe
this danger still exists.
Hinckley, in an interview after
his trial, sliolie a-Tina-his current
feelings for Miss Foster,- the actress who rejected him.
don't think I would go stalking after her. if we were in the
Same room there might be somt,
problem,- he told Washingtoir
Kist reporter Laura Kiernan, who
he telephoned • a week after the
trial.
Hinckley left love letters under
Miss Foster's door at Yale University, where she was a student, and
talked to her on the telephone She
told him, politely, to stop calling

BEST

BEFORE THE.I5AY BEGINS -- While many are just turning over,
and thinking about-that first cup of java, 70-year-old Howard McNeely is busy getting 'ready Mr another dity'S business For the past Tut
years McNeely has kept the front of the Rank of Murray's downtown
facilities a pleasant appearance for its customers. For 25 years he
was an employee of the Murray Tappan Plant.
Staff photo by Greg Travis
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Field fires keep fire-rescue squad members busy Monday

Ch
foi

FIELD FIRE — Calloway County Fire-Rescue Squad firefighter Robert Trenholrn wets down the area as a
fire of unknown origin damaged a portion of a field and a building, located on Highway 1346 11 miles east of
Murray. Ten members of the squad with three units extingished the blaze, called in at 4:45 p.m. The property
was rented by Larry Pritchett. No injuries were reported.
Staff photo by Matt Sanders
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FIRE AT OAKS — A fire along the property line of Oaks Country Club resulted in minor damage to a 40yard section of fence row. Stan Bone and several other members of the Calloway County Fire-Rescue Squad
extinguished the blaze of unknown origin.
Staff photo by Jennie Gordon

Perjury trial in connection with Tenn-Tom waterway scheduled
NASHVILLE. Tenn. , API —
Two Mississippi men indicted • for
perjury by a federal grand jury investigating alleged fraud in the
$1.8 billion Tennessee-Tombigbee
Waterway project face trial next
month, a Nashville television station reported Monday.
The two men, Lewis Earnest
Cass of Tishomingo, Miss., and
Robert Douglas Holt. 38, of luka.
Miss., are charged with lying in
, the grand jury's probe of alleged
overcharges by a Detroit firm that
built a 3'2-mile portion of the
waterway in northern Mississippi.
taid the report on WSMV-TV.
The Tombigbee, a barge canal
being built to link the Tennessee

River basin with the Gulf of Mexico, has been under attack for
years by environmentalists and
some civic organizations as a
federal boondoggle.
WSMV reporter Valerie Hyman
said Cass and Holt were foremen
for Paul Bosco & Sons of Detroit,
which completed the section of the
controversial waterway in
January 1979.
Hyman said a grand jury in
Nashville has been investigating
the Tombigbee project for a year
and handed down the indictments
against Cass and Holt last
December. Holt is scheduled to go
to trial on Sept. 20, and Cass on
Sept. 22. Both are free on bond.

According to the WSMV report.
the Bosco firm was originally the
subcontractor for Macomb Construction Co. of Frazier, Mich., on
- the 3'2-mile stretch known as
Divide Cut Section 4A. But
Macomb went out of business
when the project was about half
complete and Bosco took over.
The original contract was for
$21 million, but after a series of

change orders, the final price was
$39 million, Hyman said.
Contacted by The Associated
Press, attorney Vincent Wehby of
Nashville, who represents Paul
Bosco and the construction firm,
said his client has not been called
to testify before the grand jury'.
-There may be a time to make a
comment ont it, but the time isn't
now," Wehby said.

Continued funding for the Tombigbee project has come under
fire from members of Congress,
and last year the appropriation
barely cleared the House and
Senate. Next month, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers will be
asking for $186 million to pay for
another year's work.
Work on the 253-mile barge
canal began Dec. 12, 1972. It will

join the Tennessee River near
Pickwick Dam and Yellow Creek
at the Tennessee-Mississippi state
line with the Black WarriorTombigbee canal system near
Demopolis, Ala.
The Corps of Engineers district
headquartered in Nashville is in
charge of construction for sections
in extreme northern Mississippi.
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Food prices rise for third straight month

By LOUISE COOK
There were widespread in- were not included in the over-all butter, Grade-A medium white
Associated Press Writer
creases at the meat counter, total.
eggs, peanut butter, laundry
Higher prices for basics like generally reflecting smaller
supThe AP did not try to compare detergent, fabric softener, tomato
meat and butter helped boost plies of beef and pork at
the actual prices from city to city. The sauce, milk, frankfurters and
grocery prices during July for the wholesale level. The price
only comparisons were made in granulated sugar.
of a
third straight month, according to pound of chopped chuck
went up terms of percentages of increase
The cities checked were: Albuan Associated Press market- during July in six cities; so
did the
or decrease.
querque. N.M., Atlanta, Boston,
basket survey.
price of a pound of center-cut pork
The items on the AP checklist Chicago, Dallas, Detroit, Los
Last month's average rise in the chops.
were: chopped chuck. center cut Angeles, Miami. New York,
price of a random list of 14 food
Butter prices also were on the
pork chops, frozen orange juice Philadelphia, Providence, R.I.,
GOLDEN POND — The 11th anAfter a brief welcome by an and non-food items was
less than rise, increasing last month at the
concentrate, coffee, paper towels, Salt Lake City and Seattle.
nual homecoming for former
LBI. representative, the the rate of increase in
either May checklist store in eight of the cities
residents of TVA's Land Between
homecoming will be devoted to or June, but was almost
twice the surveyed. But the price of a dozen,
The Lakes i LBL and their
renewing friendships and discuss- rate of increase last July.
medium white eggs dropped in
friends and relatives will be Suning old times. A picnic lunch will
The AP survey is based on a list eight cities last month.
day, Aug. 8. at the old Fenton
be the only organized event of the of commonly purchased
products
Comparing today's prices with
airstrip east of Eggner's Ferry
day.
which were priced in one super- those at the start of the year,
the
Bridge on U.S. Highway 68.
_
Dolly Gillahan, a former resi- market in each of 13
cities on average marketbasket bill at the
dent of the area and secretary of March 1, 1973. Prices
TVA will prepare the site, furhave been checklist store was 5.6 percent
the LBLHomecoming,Committee, rechecked on or about the
nish tables, and provide water and
start of higher at the start of August than
said anyone interested in the each succeeding month.
restruom facilities for the
it was at the start of January.
event
is
invited
to
An
attend.
The latest survey showed the
WASHINGTON • AP),-- After a justed gross income. The current
homecoming. Visitors will bring
The government is predicting
estimated
900
attended
people
last
marketbasket bill went up last that prices for domestically pro- last-minute blitz from business threshold is 3 percent.
their own food and lawn chairs.
year.
month at the checklist store in duced farm foods — not
lobbyists. a House-Senate conIn writing a target budget for
including
The annual event is especially
For additional information con- eight of the cities surveyed.
The things like coffee which is im- ference committee is beginning its fiscal 1983, which begins Oct. 1,
for those families required to
tact Dolly Gillahan at Post Office bill went down in five
cities. ported — will rise an average of 5 work on a compromise version of Congress directed the tax-writing
move when Congress authorized
Box 45, Ledbetter. Kentucky Overall, the marketbasket
bills in- percent to 6 percent during all of the largest tax increase in the na- committees to produce a bill raisthe establishment of LBL. a
42058, telephone 1502 898-2524: or creased by an average
tion's history.
of seven- 1982.
ing taxes by $21 billion during that
170,000-acre national demonstraTVA, Land Between The Lakes, tenths of 1 percent.
Eight House members and
No attempt was made to weight
12 months and $98 billion in 1983tion area for natural resources
Golden Pond, Ky.. 42231.
The July rise followed a May in- the AP survey results according
seven senators face the .task of 1985. Thus, almost any reduction
to
management. recreation, and entelephone i 502 I 924-5602. extension crease of 1.3 percent
and a June population density or in terms of agreeing in an election year on of a tax increase voted by the
vironmental education.
261.
jump of 1 percent. The July 1981
what percentage of a family's ac- how to boost taxes by at least $98 Senate would have to be acincrease was four-tenths of 1 per- tual grocery outlay each
billion over the next three years in companied by a substitute tax on
item
cent.
an effort tnreduce federal borrow- some other business or group.
represents.
Non-foods represented 21 perThe day of the week on which ing and be g interest rates down.
cent of the items on the AP the check was made varied depenThe con rence will be headed
by Sep. Bob Dole, R-Kan., who, as
checklist, but accounted for 14 ding on the month. Standard
percent of the increases. Foods, brands and sizes or comparable chairman of the Senate Finance
by contrast. represented 79 per- substitutes were used.
Items tem- Committee, is responsible for
much of what went into the $98.5cent of the items and 86 percent of porarily out of stock on one of
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. I AP -- Seven public meetings across the
the
billion tax increase passed by the
the increases.
By The Asdociated Press
survey dates being compared
Tennessee Valley Authority's region are planned Aug. 10 to allow the
Senate.
Israel moved more tanks and
giant utility's customers to offer their opinions on a proposed 4.4 perRep. Dan Rostenkowski, D-III., artillery up to its front lines
cent increase in their power bills.
whose House Ways and Means around west Beirut, but the
TVA spokesmen Monday also said TVA Director S. David
Committee decided against Palestine Liberation Organization
Freeman will accept telephone calls from the public for one hour
writing its own version for fear a still defied the military pressure
Thursday afternoon, beginning at 1 p.m. CDT.
tax increase will alienate voters to force it out of Lebanon.
Spokesman Alan Carmichael said the three TVA board members
this fall, heads the House delegaIntermittent rifle and artillery
would not, however, attend the public meetings, which are scheduled
tion.
duels Monday marred the ninth
simultaneously at 7 p.m. local times Aug. 10. Staff members will be
The Reagan administration sup- Israeli-PLO cease-fire, declared
on hand to record customer comments.
ports the tax increase.
Sunday, and no progress toward a
They will prepare a report for the board on what transpires,"
The new taxes in the Senate- political settlement of the crisis
Carmichael said.
passed bill would be split about 50- was reported following a two-hour
The meetings are scheduled fori
50 between businesses and in- meeting between Lebanese Presi--McCracken County, Courthouse, Paducah, Ky.
dividuals. More than half the in- dent Elias Sarkis and U.S.
--TVA West Tower auditorium, Knoxville.
dividual share would come from presidential envoy Philip C.
—TVA Power Systems Operations area office. Jackson, Tenn.
tighter enforcement of the tax Habib.
—Clement Auditorium. Nashville State Technical Institute.
laws, including imposition of a 10--_ "We_ are in a strong -position
Nashville, Tenn.
.
percent withholding tax on in- and.. our steadfastness will per— --=tenfraT111140%. room 239A, Chattanooga, Tenn.
terest and dividends.
sist until our conditions are met,"
— Lee County. Miss., Library auditorium, Tupelo. Miss
More than 55 million smokers declared Farouk Kaddoumi, head
— Richards Center Auditorium, Florence. Ala.
would face a doubled federal tax of the PLO political department,
At the meetings. staffers will listen to comments about TVA's 4.4
BACK HOME TALK — Prior to the Alabama concert at the West
on cigarettes. 16 cents a pack; the in an interview with the Kuwaiti
percent proposed rate increase that is to be considered by the board
Kentucky State Fair, Hopkinsville, (from left) Alice Rouse of Murtax on telephone service would tri
newspaper Al QabaS.
later this month.
ray and Sharon Austin of WABD Radio, Ft. Campbell, spoke
ple, to 3 percent and the deducHe said the guerrillas trapped in
The board is also to consider a proposal to cancel four of the utilibackstage with Alabama's guitarist and keyboard player. Jeff Cook.
tions allowed for medical ex- west Beirut will not get out unless
mothballed
reactors.
nuclear
ty's eight
Rouse, a native of Anniston, Ala., exchanged comments with Cook
penses and Casualty losses would Israel agrees,to an Arab League
The rate increase, if approved, would boost revenue feom TVA's
concerning mutual friends and experiences of their native state.
be restricted. .
proposal last week calling for it to
2 8 million customers in Tennessee and parts of Kentucky, Alabama,
Alabama performed to two full-house crowds Monday night at the
But Dole and _Rostenkowaki. lift its siege, pull back from the
Mississippi.4;aoraia. North Carolina and Virginia dy SIM million.
fairgrounds West "Kentucky State Fair officials announced thatwere 'committed in advance to Beirut area and'admit in internaToll-free calls to Freeman yver TVA's Citizen Action Line on
Juice Newton will appear in concert Wednesday night replacing the
easing the . medical-yipense cut- tional peacekeeping force to
Thursday afternoon will be possible in Tennessee by dialing I-SO0-382originally scheduled group, Air Supply, who was forced to cancel its
back. indicating the conference guarantee the safety of Palesti9250. Toll-free calls from the other six states will be possible by dialengagement because of illness
might allow a deduction for any
nians in refugee camps in
ing 1-800-251-9242
expense exceeding 5 percent of ad- Lebanon
Staff photo by Jennie Gordon
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Former LBL residents
to attend homecoming

House-Senate group
begins tax compromise

TVA schedules meetings
to hear customers' opinions

PLO defies
pressure
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It v.asn t quite rags to riches, but the saga of the
Chrysler Corp.'s recovery is a success story nevertheless. Three years after nearly going bankrupt,
Chrysler earned second-quarter profits of $107
million and will likely remain solidly in the black, at
least for the next year. It looks, as Chrysler President Lee Iacocca gleefully told newsmen, as if
Chrysler is "on a roll."
The credit for the salvation goes to many: To
Iacocca and other executives for making the
business decisions ; among them, to slash half of
Chrysler's work force I that guided the company
through rough times; to the United Auto Workers
for forgoing wage hikes, a decision that will cost the
average worker nearly $4,000 this year; and
especially to Congress. whose $1.2 billion loan
guarantee in-1979 rescued Chrysler from bankruptcy.
Chrysler can't, sit back and start counting its
money yet. Its 10 percent share of the market
places it third among domestic companies behind
General Motors and Ford. The combination of the
recession and stiff competition from foreign countries has cut deeply into the sales of all three.
Other problems are unique to Chrysler. It must
recover from the effects of a cumulative $3.5 billion
loss between 1978 and 1981. And, when its contract
with the United Auto Workers expires in
September, the auto workers are expected to put up
a stiff fight to regain some of the money they abandoned during the lean years.
We hope airysler is able to overcome these difficulties, and, along with the other domestic auto
companies, to regain the prosperity it once enjoyed.
Its heartening recovery gives us cause to reconsider our customary opposition to the government
tampering in the affairs of private business. As a
matter of principle, we feel that companies should
be left to sink or swim on their own merits. But had
the federal government not thrown Chrysler a life
preserver, the company would probably have sunk
and more than 60,000 more unemployed workers
might be having a difficult time keeping their heads
above water. Thanks to Congress. Chrysler seems
to be floating along just fine.

Tax: good news
When is the biggest tax hike in history good news
for the American people?
'Right now.
In the past year, it has been tax cuts, rather than
hikes, that have been acclaimed as good news. But
they have donemore harm than good. The federal
government, cash-poor after the tax cuts, is deeply
in the red: The administration estimates the budget
deficit for the coming year at $117 billion. Ant this
astronomical deficit has meant that the federal
government has had to borrow huge sums of
money, driving interest rates up and keeping the
economy in the throes of a devastating recession.
The administration has painted a relatively rosy
picture of the economic future, saying that the size
of the deficit will drop drastically in the coming
years. And that the.economy is already on the road
to recovery.
But it seems likely that that loyal outlook is overly optimistic. Private economists have said the
deficit will be far larger and congressional Budget
Director Alice Rivlin shocked the Senate Budget
Committee recently with her own predictions. The
deficit will top $140 billion, she said, not just this
year but for the next three years. This would:be double the $70 billion deficit the Reagan administration
had predicted for fiscal 1985.
We have said before that the deficit is the biggest
obstacle to a healthy economy. As Rivlin told the
Senate committee: Continuing huge deficits will
keep interest rates high, thereby keeping spending
down and "the projected economic recovery will be
severly limited."
The deficit mast be cut drastically if the economy
is to be helped back to its feet. The ultimate goal
must be a balanced budget. But supply•side policies
toward that goal have proven themselves ineffective. And a constitutional amendment is the wrong
way to go about it.
What is needed is a return to conventional
policies: Increase revenues by raising taxes:
reduce expenditures by slashing spending. The tax
hike now before Congress is a step in the right direction. But it will only make up one-fourth of the
revenue the government lost through this year's tax
cuts..

garrott's gallery

by m.c. garrott

A handicap won't stop a youngster
when he's got baseball on his mind

bdt
Some years ago, there was an outfielder who played with the old St.
Louis Browns by the name of Pete
Gray. People came from miles
around to see Pete play. He had only
one arm. His left arm was off just
below the shoulder.
When a ball was hit to him, he
would field it with his gloved right
hand, flip the ball in the air, tuck his
glove- under the stub of his left arm,
catch the ball with his now-clear
right hand and whip it into the infield.
He could bat, too, with that right
hand. His batting average wasn't
among the team leaders, but considering his handicap, most
remarkable.
•••

We have a budding Pete Gray right
here in Calloway County in 12-yearold Bob Kemp.
Bob, son of Robert H., Jr.. and
Martha Kemp, who live about a mile
south of Lynn Grove, was born with
no left hand. His arm ends just below
the elbow. But, this in no way hinders
this remarkable young fellow.
Today, Bob is in Louisville playing
baseball as a Murray all-star in the
state Little League 11 and 12-year-old
championship playoffs. The team is
being coached by Steve Sammons.
Competing for the championship are
only six teams — Little League allstars from all over the state.
During the season. Bob played
regularly with the team sponsored by
DeVanti's restaurant, pitching, playing first base and batting a very
respectable ,568. That's getting a hit
a little more often than every other
time at bat. His most memorable hit
was a grand slam home run.His
DeVanti's coach was Skip Chambers.
When he pitches, Bob will tuck his
glove under his left arm, throw the
ball toward the plate and in the same
motion slip his right hand into his
glove, leaving him ready to field
anything hit near the mound.

13-pound catfish, He hunts and has
been swimming since he was three:
water skiing since he was six.
He has ridden motorcycles on the
Kemp farm since he was three years
old. He owns two at the moment, one
a three-wheeler. He has ridden in
numerous races at the Calloway.
County Fair.
He also has had his own riding
horse since he was four years old,
and saddles it himself. Every Thursday this summer he has taken his
horse to the Murray State University
Expostion Center. where he voluntarily works with mentally handicapped youngsters, teaching them to
ride and not to be afraid of horses.
•••
Young Bob's dad farms more than
1,000 acres, raising wheat, corn and
soybeans with two full-time helpers.
or "hands," — plus Bob, who in addition to working for his father also has
two acres of tobacco of his own.
He frugally saves the wages his
dad pays him as well as what he
realizes from his tobacco, hoping to
be ready four years from now when
he becomes 16 years of age to buy a
car or pickup truck of his own.
He has driven his father's tractors
;ince he was seven years old, and
.hese range from 50 to 140 h.p.r.

A brown-eyed, 52", 105-pound owldle of energy and determination, Bob
is in the eighth grade at the Calloway
County, Middle School, where he is
an average student.
His interest is in farm work and
farm-related sujects, however, and
his grades, according to his dad, are
"whatever he wantsthem to be."
:If he brings home a report card
with some poor grades on it," he
said, "we have a little talk about
them, and the next time he brings it
home,they will be As and Bs."
He has never caused his teachers
any problem or concern because of
his classroom work, behavior or
association with his classmates.
•••
Bob has two sisters. Kim, 22, and
Karol, 21, both of whom work in a
Houston. Tex., bank. Kim formerly
worked at the Bank of Murray here.
He attends Bible Study and worship services at the Williams CIapel
Church of Christ.
•••
By now, Bob and his Little League
all-star teammates will have played
ttie first game in their championship
playoffs up at Jeffersontown, a
suburb of Louisville.
Whether they won or lost, you can
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•••

Bob Kemp, with his stub of a left
arm, is a shining example of one kind
nf faith — confidence in yourself. You
must have it, or you will never get
anything done, regardless of your
physical makeup.
Since he has such confidence in
himself and such determination to
ask no quarter from his peers, this
little boy firmly believes that he can
do just about anything anyone else
his age — and even older — can do
and he does.
Although the things he can do
despite his handicap seem to others
as just short of miracles, he simply
takes them for granted. He has never
thought for a minute that he was any
different from anybody else.
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In one game, a hard ball was hit
some 6 feet to his right when he was
pitching. Having put on his glove in
that characteristically,lightning-like
movement, he fielded it cleanly, but
instead of easily throwing out the hitter, whirled and threw out a muchsurprised runner going into third
base.
When he bats, he holds the bat
firmly with his unusually strong right
hand and steadies it with the shortened left one. About half-way through
his swing, though, he drops the left
and takes the bat the rest of the way
through with his right hand.
•••

Bob doesn't simply play baseball.
He fishes, handling a rod and reel
as well as his father, once pulling in a

looking back
Ten years ago
University School will open on Aug.
21. according to Dr. Janice Hooks,
director, and Jo Lovett, assistant
director.
Deaths reported include Mrs.
Lassiter ; Audie Beet Hill, 71.
Nell Gore has been appointed as
postmaster for Dexter Postoffice.
She has been officer-in-charge after
the retirement of Mac Thomas Tarry
on Nov. 21, 1971.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie Furr on July 31.
Mr. and Mrs. D.Y. Morgan will be

honored at a reception in celebration
of their 50th wedding anniversary on
Aug.- 6 at Murray Federal Savings
and Loan Building.
Twenty years ago
Dr. Donald Glenn Hughes will
begin his practice of general
medicine with Houston-McDevitt
Clinic, Inc.. according to Dr. Hugh L.
Houston, president of the firm.
Deaths reported include Mrs. 1.ucy
Gibbons, 90. Mrs. Annie Steele, 86.
and Bun Wilson,63.
The Tappan Co. will nave a na-

tional sales convention in Murray on
Aug. 6 and- 7, according to Robert
Wyman. general manager of Murray
Manufacturing Co.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Adams on July
23, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Charles L.
Parker on July 13. a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Joseph Sledd on July 10, and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Rudy Lovett on
July 22.
Thirty years ago
James Pat Sykes. son of William D
Sykes of Murray. recently entered
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rest assured that this amazing little
fellow gave it 100 percent.
"When he was born, Dr. Clegg;
Austin told us not ever to do anything
for him," his father said, "and we
haven't. We haven't had to. He does it
all- himself. We are tremendously
proud of him, and if his determination and the things he has done inspire just one handicapped youngster
to pull himself up and get on his own,
I know Bob would be mighty pleased.

today in history

In 1492.Colum_bus headed _west
Today is Tuesday, August 3, the
215th day of 1982. There are 150 days
left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On August 3, 1492. Christopher Columbus set sail from Spain on the expedition that resulted in his
discovery of America.
On this date: _
In 1780, during the American
Revolution, Benedict Arnold was put
In command of the fortifications at
West Point, New York.

In P914, Germany declared war on
France and invaded Belgium as
World War I began.
In 1941, it was disclosed that 90
cadets at the U.S. Military Academy
at West Pont had been.disrnissed for
cheating in examinations.
In 1973, a fire at an amusement
renter onBritatit's
of Mafitbok
51 lives.
Ten years ago: Nearly. all of
England's 42,000 dock workers
returned to their jobs after a month-

long strike.
Five years ago: The president of
Cyprus. Greek Orthodox Archbishop
Makarios, died at age of 63.
One year ago: U.S. air traffic controllers went on strike after contract
negotiations with the federal govern-ment break down.
Today's t2irthdays: Singer Tony
Bennett is 56. Art&'Martin Sheen is
.P
42..
•
Thought for today: If you'wish to
succeed, consult three old people.
Chinese saying.

the United States Naval Academy at
Annapolis, Md., as a midshipman of
Fourth Class ;freshman ;.
Deaths reported include ER. Nucci,65.
Ray Monday has purchased Murray Machine and Tool Co. from Price
Lassiter and Thomas Banks.

thoughts in season
by Ken Wolf
Are artists crazy" Many times we
think so --- and popular myth suggests that you need to be at least "a
little nuts" to be a really creative artist.
In his book Love and Will, : 'psychotherapist Rollo May admits a
connection between the artist and the
neurattc: "both artist and neurotic
speak and live from the subconscious
and unconscious depths of their
society." Yet there is a difference. In
May's words:
The artist does this positively,
communicating what he experiences to his. fellow men
The neurotic does this
negatively. Experiencing the
same underlying meanings and
contradictions of his culture, he
is unable to form his experiences into communicable meaningfor himself and his fellows.'
In other words, the artist can speak
to others: the neurotic can only talk
to himself
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Celebration will be Sunday

Mr and Mrc Hermon Holland

datebook
Celebration Saturday
A Summer Celebration honoring new personnel in
the Murray School System will be Saturday, Aug. 7,
between the hours of 6 to 8 p.m. on the front lawn of
Murray Middle School. Eighth and Main Streets.
Entertainment will be provided by Murray High
School Speech Students, directed by Mark Etherton.
—

Son,gfes.t to be Friday
The Dover Hotel at Fort Donelson National
Military Park. Dover. Tenn.. will be the scene on
Friday. Aug. 6. of A Civil War Songfest, From 7:30
to 9:30 p.m. several members of the park staff will
perform a selection of popular songs from the Civil
War period. The event will be outside.
This will be an evening of entertainment reminiscent of America before the electronic age including
songs forgotten by all but chroniclers of musical
history, some serving as reminders of this country's terrible civil conflict and some a timeliness
that will'make them beloved 100 years from now.
The public is invited. In event of rain the event will
be at the same time on Saturday. Aug. 7.

Cemetery cleaning planned
Annual cleaning of Hendon Cemetery in Land
Between the Lakes will be Saturday, Aug. 7. Any
persons unable to attend may send their donations
for cemetery upkeep to Louise Watson, Dover.
Tenn.. 37058.
•

Tennis play Thursday
Group A of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country Club
will play Thursday. Aug. 5, at 9 a.m. at the club
Substitutes will be Patsy Miller, Nancy Whitmer,
Sharron Wells and Jeanetta Williams.
The lineup is as follows: court One - Patsy
Oakley. Lynn Stout, Sharron Brown and Emmy Edwards: Court Two -- Brenda Marquardt. Judy Carroll, Lois Keller and Joni Billington; Court Three —
Andrea Hogancamp. Frankie McNutt, Georgianna
Moffitt and Lana Smith: Court Four - Sue
Overbey. Rainey Apperson, Jenny Sue Smock and
Peggy Billington.

Twin sons born
Michael Eugene Foust. Cottage
'
Mr. and Mrs.
Grove, Tenn., are the parents of twin sons, Derrick
Lee. weighing five pounds 14 ounces. and Dustan
Levi. weighing four pounds 12 ounces. They were
born Monday. July 19. at Henry County General
Hospital. Paris, Tenn. The mother is the former
Patricia Ann Claxton.
HEALTH CARE
BY HOUSE CALL
PHILADELPHIA Apt
-- A Philadelphia doctor
and a medical college
have joined in a plan 'to
provide home visits to
selected Medicare and
Medicaid patients, says
Family Practice News.
Five days a week a van
leaves the Thomas Jefferson University
hospital with a family
phystcian. a nurse, cintrir
two medical students
and-or residents, and a
box of medical supplies.
The teams' house calls
are federally funded.

Jessica Harrison

Jessica Brytni Harrison
named at local pageant
Jessica Brytni Harrison, 21 months-old
daughter of William Jan
Harrison of Paducah and
granddaughter of Earl
and Frances - Hays of
Boaz, recently was
crowned The Ambassador Queen overall
at the Golden Rose
Pageant conducted at
Murray.
She was presented a
trophy and will have her
way paid in full to National Competition of the
Golden Rose Pageants.
With this title she has the
honor of being the publicity girl for all Golden Rose

Pageants.
Her photograph will be
sent to National Pageant
magazines and she will
be entitled to travel and
appear as The Golden
Rose Ambassador Queen
with all expenses paid for
her and her parents.
At the pageant Jessica
also was crowned Dutchess in Beauty, Queen in
Photogentics, Queen in
Back-to-school wear, and
won best dressed and second alternate in sportswear in her age division.

Xi Alpha Delta Chaptei
of Beta Sigma Phi Sorority had its summer social
on Thursday. July IS. at
6:30 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Park:
A potluck salad supper
was served and organized
by the social committee.
Joyce Nunnally.
chapter president. made

;

'The Shon)case
7153-4641
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dniwuncements including
a new project to raise
money to support the
sorority's community
service projects. This will
be the participation in
Arts and Crafts Show being conducted in the local
park Oct. 25 and 26.
Ways and Means chairman Linda Lane_ an-

flounced final plans for
the participation in the
annual sidewalk sale
Aug. 6 and 7. Proceeds
also will go towards support for service projects
of the chapter.
Following the business
session a baby shower
was given for Donna
Maynard by the social

Parents should take control
NEW YORK AP -children are, far too
often, "treated shabbily"
by authorities, simply
because they are
children. And, says child
psychiatrist Dr. David
Gottesman, parents don't
have the time or just
don't know how to protect
their children.
"We're too damned
trusting of delivering our
kids to other systems,"
says the Albany physician who has penned
"The Powerful Parent: A
Child Advocacy Handbook," in an effort to help
parents control the world
their child lives in.
"People surrender
their kids to society to
raise because they're too
busy and then wonder
why things go wrong."
Children, Gottesman
says. "are the nation's
largest unspoken minority with no representation.
Someone has to advocate
for the children and the
best person is a parent
because a parent loves
him."
The book is a detailed
guide to dealing with
schools, doctors,
hospitals, lawyers,
police, courts, schools —
everyone and everything
with which a child may
come in contact.
"Parents," Gottesman
says, "must be the better
consumer for the child."
Gottesman's book is the
result of 10 years of work
with parents and
children. Over the past
two decades, the
psychiatrist says, there
have been disturbing
trends in child-raising.
Economic need has
created the two-job family, taking both parents
out of the home for long
periods of time and giving both parents career
concerns.
People have also decided to, as he puts it, "go
out and find themselves
and do their own thing,"
turning away from the
family and into
themselves. This
"vacuum of responsibility" has allowed society's
institutions to take
greater control over a
child's life and has left
parents unaware of how
to handle too many situations.
"Parents must be very
involved in every aspect
of their children's lives,"
Gottesman says. "Some
people think parenting
begins at conception and
ends at birth. Parents
sometimes are too busy
with themselves."
Too many parents have
"crisis reacting," says
Gottesman. who explains
that this occurs when
there is a phone call
about a school fight,

about_ shoplifting or an
accident, or even a bad
report card. The parent
panics because he doesn't
know what else to do
since he is unprepared for
it.
That reaction, Gottesman says, "scares the
child ond doesn't solve
the problem."
Himself the father of
five, Gottesman says,
"Kids act it out rather
than say they're unhappy. If a child ise feeling
abandoned by a parent
who is too involved in a
career or with himself,
he'll say, 'How can I get
an adult to pay attention
to me?' And the adult he's
looking for is a parent."
Once a child, is in trouble or is sick, the
authorities take over and
often ignore basic legal
rights, simply because
they're dealing with
children. Gottesman
says, -Parents need to be
informed about getting
the best for their child."
Too often, parents — ignorant of the child's
rights — are cowed by
authorities as well. Gotnoo•

comnitttee.
The shower included
some clever games
followed by the opening of
gifts given by Mrs.
Maynard's sorority
sisters.
Other members present included Debbie
Miller, Debbie Villafor,
Debbie Pardue. Debbie
Woods, Martha Ryan.
Laurie Rollins, Sue
Smith, Krista Crass.
Wanda Miles, Mary Ann
Barrow, Brenda Jones,
Judy English and Chris
Loftis.

tesman advises parents
to regain self-control immediately in all situaSot Sr.,
tions and not be afraid to
THE AIRPLANE Of HOSPITALS
ask questions about what
is happening, no matter
what the circumstance.
newn
"The system," Gottesman says,"will gladly
11#44
take control if you'll let it.
4+76P1-44.0teDon't let a doctor, for example, control you. Find
the information you need
2 00Sat Sun
to know and tell the doctor what YOU want."
He is afraid
"It's all a matter of beHe Is totally
ing heard," Gottesman
040,-re
maintains. "Parents
wonder what's wrong
with schools today. THV ElTRA
TIRRE ST RIAL
"
1:if
"'
'
rlL4
Parents aren't involved."
"There are always pro- central
c•nter 753-3314
blems' with kids." Gottesman says, having had
enough experience with
his own. The 42-year-old
doctor says he has used
the tactics recommended
in his book successfully.
One of his children, he
says, was doing poorly in
school and, despite the
advice of the school, he
advocated that the child
be left back. "He's doing
so much better now."
Gottesman says.
•
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HOLIDAY RESTAURANT in Aurora
Specializing in fresh Ky. Lake catfish, 8.8.0.
Ribs, Plate lunches and homemade desserts

BREAKFAST ANYTIME

Murray '
pounds s
will meet
Health C
Seventh
Streets.

f,

Country Ham
Omlettes
Biscuits S Gravy

MONDA

r• WEDNESDAY-FRIDA r

BREAKFAST SPECIAL
2 eggs
Sausage, bacon or ham
Biscuits and gravy
Coffee

$225

chestnut it. 753-3314

MURRAY
DRIVE-IN

r•SATURDA r

TUESDAY- THURSDA
SPECIAL

e

$1.00 off any Fish Dinner

The Senior Snatch (It)
And
Eager Beaver's(R)

Turkey and dressing served every Sunday
Large area behind restaurant for free set ups
arts and crafts - yard sales flea market, etc.
OPEN 6 o.m. to 10 p.m.
474-8854

Alcoholii
will meet
western
Livestock
Center.
Murray
19 Order c
for Girls
p.m. at lod

Open 8:00•Start 8:30
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Study will
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ingham at

TUESDAY IS 55.00
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Hot Summer Specials

'Meet
Night'' n.k

Libr

Quarter Lb. Pure Ground

201 6

Beef Patties

141b. Box $

Choice

Rib Eye Cut to order while you wait

Pb, $469

Choice

Minute Steak
Frosty Acres

lb. $229

Plus Many More Varieties Of Vegetables

Baby Limas

s 1 7"

20 lb

Frosty Acres Purple Hulled
$

Peas
Black Eye Peas

1 533

20 lb

frosty Acres

539
lob $ 1

$

1 610

20 lb

$229

Frosty Acres Breaded

Italian Spaghetti
Special
$ 49
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Okra
Frosty,
Potatoes
Choice Sides Of Beef

20 lb.

Acres White

We are pleased to
announce that
Sharon McDonald.
bride-elect •of Jeff
Green. has
selected pottery.
crystal and accessories from our
complete bridal
registr.v. Sharon
and Jeff will be
m a .r r I e d
September 4
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Xi Alpha Delta plans project
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Mr. and Mrs. Herman
Holland will celebrate 63
sears of married life on
Sunday, Aug. 8. A reception in their honor, hosted
by their children, will be
at the Community Room
of the North Branch of the
Peoples Bank.
All relatives and
friends are invited to call
between the hours of 2 to 4
p.m.
The couple was married Aug. 10, 1919, at the
home of Mrs. Holland's
brother-in-law and sister,
Mr. and Mrs. Con Geurin.
B.F. Brandon, minister of
the Church of Christ, perforMed the ceremony.
Their attendants were
Starkie Colson, Obera
Outland, Mark Parker
and Tarnson Hale. •
Mrs. Holland, the
former Goldie Carraway,
is the daughter of the late
Thomas Carraway and
Fannie Wall Carraway.
Mr. Holland is the son of
the late William C.
Holland and Alma Hale
Holland.
Mr. and Mrs. Holland
both are retired
salesclerks, having worked at National Stores,
Inc., and Lerman Bros.,
Murray.
Their children are
Wilson Holland and Mrs.
Frank I Myrtlene
Towery, both of Murray,
and Wyvan Holland,
Memphis, Tenn.
They have four grandchildren who are Mrs.
.Dave
Nancy Holland
Curtis, Paul Holland,
Steve Towery and Brenda
Towery.

I

Cut& Wrapped Free
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Lee-Ealey vows said at church Wedding vows to be said Aug. 28
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Miss Dianna Ka) Lee
and James Earl Ealey
were married in a June
ceremony at the DexterHardin United Methodist
Church. The Rev. Eulas
Greer officiated at the 6
p.m. ceremony.
Nuptial music was
presented by Mrs.
Dorothy Warren,
organist, and Mrs. Beverly Whybark,soloist.
The bride is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Darwin Lee of Hardin.
She is the granddaughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Winfred
Allison, also of Hardin,
and of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Albert Lee.
The groom is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Millard E.
Ealey of Benton. He is the
grandson of Mrs. Fannie
Kirkland, also of Benton,
and the late Roy
Kirkland, and of Mr. and
Mrs. Willard W. Ealey of
Paris, Tenn.
The bride
The bride wore a formal gown of white organza and beruffled chantilly
lace. The molded empire
bodice featured a Queen
Anne neckline enhanced
with beaded silk venice
motifs dipping to below
the waistline. Chantilly
lace fitted sleeves were
ruffled at the wrists.
The flared skirt and
chapel length train were
encircled at the hemline
with triple tiers of lace
with the top tier rising to
the center back. Completing the bridal attire
was a Spanish inspired
mantilla of silk illusion
edged with matching lace
and splashed with lace
medallions.
The bride carried a
medley cascade of white
roses, heather, godseffiana and bakers fern
cascading over a white
Bible carried in her
mother's wedding.
Mrs. Connie Powless of
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Mr and Mrs James Earl Ealey

Evansville, Ind., served
as matron of honor.
Bridesmaids were Mrs.
Susan Nelson of Benton,
Mrs. Bliss Hardin of
Knoxville, Tenn., and
Miss Angela Lester of
Louisville.

flower girl.
The groom chose his
brother, Steve Ealey of
Benton, as best man.
Groomsmen were Scott
Lawson of Olney, Ill.,
Lynn Richard of Murray
and Bobby Connors of
The attendants wore Union City, Tenn.
Dustin York, nephew of
identical floor length
gowns of orchid chiffon the bride, served as
with draped necklines, ringbearer.
slit caplelet sleeves and
Serving as ushers and
peplums tied at the candlelighters were
natural waists with satin David York, brother-insashes. Each carried a law of the bride, and
lavender catteleya orchid Michael Oswalt.
set off by dracaena of
Mrs. Donna York,
heather.
sister of the bride, attendJennifer Norwood of ed the guest book.
Grenada, Miss., cousin of
Reception
the groom, served as
A reception followed in

Nlr and Mrs. Edward
Blame McNabb of Murra) announce the engageent and forthcothing
marriage of theii
daughter. Janet Lynn. V
Donn Thomas Skadel.,••
son of Mr. and Mrs 1,,
G. Skadeland of Williston.
N.C.
Miss McNabb
graduated fromm California Polytechnic State
University, San Luis
Obispo, Calif.. with
bachelor and master of
science degrees in
physical education. She
currently is employed by
Energy Resources of
North Dakota, oil and gas
leasing firm.
She is the granddaughter of Mrs. Hinda
Underwood and the late
Walter G. Underwood of
Puryear, Tenn., and of
the late Mr. and Mrs.
Leland G. McNabb of
Murray.
Mr. Skadeland
graduated from the
University of North
Dakota at Williston- with
Associated Arts in
business. He currently is
employed as president of
Diamond Resources,
Inc., Williston, an oil and
gas brokerage firm.
He is the grandson of

Janet Lynn McNabb
to marry Donn Thomas Skodelond
Mr. and Mrs. Ilelmer
The wedding is schedul- Williston, N.D.
Skadelanck of Bemidji. ed for Saturday, Aug. 28,
All friends and
Minn., and Mr. and Mrs. at 7 p.m. at the First relatives are invited to atDon Jensen of Williston.
Lutheran Church in tend.

the church fellowship
hall.
Serving were Mrs. Gail
Lyles and Miss Janie
Doom.
Rice bags were
distributed by the flower
girl.
NORWALK, Calif. ago, church financial story of the found money.
The bride is a 1981 (API — A retired secretary Virginia Then she presented it to
graduate of Murray State ballroom owner thought a Macauley discovered the Thibedeau.
University and is robbery several years cash wedged in the back
Thibedeau, who did not
employed by the Mar- ago .had wiped out his and top of the safe.
answer his home phone
shall County Board of $24,100 in savings, but he
It apparently had stuck Sunday, said 4arlier he
Education.
got a lucky break — and in a drop-in chute and doe.sn't expect to keep
The groom is a 1982 the money — when a became dislodged when much of the find. "My
exgraduate of Murray State church pastor found it the safe was being moved wife called me and
said
University and is stuck in an old safe.
with a crane, Ms. Mason she's going to sue me for
employed by Kentucky's
The cash was returned said.
half," he said, and he exAdministrative Office of Sunday to Olen
When Mrs. Mallett pects the Internal
the Courts.
Thibedeau at Community heard about it, she asked Revenue Service to put in
The new Mr. and Mrs. Chapel World Outreach Thibedeau to come by for a claim as well.
Ealey are residing in Church, in a service held a visit, then told him what
But he'll soon be getBenton.
under the same she found.
ting back his $2,000 donachandeliers that once lit
"I didn't even know she tion, Ms. Mason said.
the dance floor of his was going to give it to
"We owe Mr.
Golden West Ballroom.
me," Thibedeau said last Thibedeau for our annual
The room, now filled Wednesday. "I thought payment and I'm quite
with red velvet theater she was just showing me sure it will be Used." she
Thursday,Aug.5
seats, rang with applause what she got. But she explained. The church is
Moose will meet at 8 p.m. as some 700 churchgoers
said.'You come to church "between $20,000 and
at lodge hall.
watched the Rev. Esther Sunday and you'll get it $30,000 short" of a
Mallett hand Thibedeau back."
$100.000 payment due
Senior Citizens centers his money. Church ofAfter the church choir Aug. 1, she said.
will be open as follows: ficials found it tucked in a
opened the service by
"But I'm quite sure he
Hazel and Douglas from safe that Thibedeau had
singing -Hey, I'm a will be willing to work
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. and Ellis sold to them along with
Believer Now," and "God with us.- she said. "I
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
his ballroom, once billed Cares," Mrs. Mallett told think the money will be
as the biggest west of the the cnni2r-cn•atI on the in. I have no doubt.—
Events at Murray Mississippi.
- Country Club will include
"It was really exJunior Golf Tournament citing," church secretary
at 9 a.m. and Couples Marsha Mason said. -He DIS
PRIWO
Tennis at 6 p.m
000------------------came up all smiles and
received the money and
Mothers' Day Out will said the pastor was a
be at 9 a.m. at First Bap- very honest woman. In
tist Church.
turn, he counted out
$2,000 and gave it to the mym.
"Damn Yankees!" will pastor. Then
they hugged
be presented by Com- and everybody
applaudmunity Theatre at 8 p.m. ed."
in Playhouse in the Park,
In a robbery which
Murray-Calloway County Thibedeau
said took
Park. For information place
"four or five years
MM
call 759-1752.
ago," thieves cleaned out
RNA
a safe in his office.
Thibedeau assumed that
We
besides $313,000 in cash "
receipts, the robbers had
also taken envelopes convolumes lining the taining a 16-year acshelves. But ponald W. cumulation of "spare
Koepp, university change" converted into
librarian, said the new $50 and $100 bills, plus a
policy results from $5,000 cashier's check
spiraling costs, a tight made out to him.
budget, increasing
In 1979, Thibedeau sold
pilferage and wear on the ballroom to the
books and facilities.
nondenominational
church and retired to
"We all regret it, but Capistrano Beach.
we don't see that there's
That would have been
any practical alter- the end of the story, exI
native." he said.
cept that three weeks 414Ry
•••••""
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Church gives money to owner

Coming community events ore scheduled
Tuesday, Aug.3
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Tuesday, Aug. 3

Murray TOPS take off p.m. at Murray High
pounds sensiblyi Club School fieldhouse and
will meet at 7 p.m. at practice field, adjacent to
Health Center, North the high school. The
Seventh and Olive public is invited.
Streets.
Group D of Ladies
Alcoholics Anonymous Beginning Tennis will
will meet at 8 p.m. at play at 7 p.m. at Murray
western portion of Country Club.
Livestock and Exposition
Center.
Wednesday, Aug. 4
Murray Assembly No.
19 Order of the Rainbow
for Girls will meet at 7
p.m. at lodge hall.

Goshen United
Methodist Church
Women will meet at 7
p.m. at church.

Bethel Baptist Bible
Study will be at home of
David and Aleshia Cunningham at 6 p.m.

Make Today Count will
meet at 1:30 p.m. in third
floor classroom of
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.

"Meet the Coaches
Night" will be at 7:30

Hazel

and

Douglas

Wednesday, Aug. 4
Centers will be open from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by senior citizens.
Mission groups of Flint
Baptist Church are
scheduled to meet at 7:30
p.m.at church.
Cherry Corner Baptist
Church mission groups
are scheduled to meet at
7:30 p.m. at church.
Ladies- day golf with
Elizabeth Slusmeyer as
hostess will be at 9 a.m.
at Murray Country Club.
Betty Sheperd Invitational Ladies Golf Tournament will be at Oaks
Country Club.
Thursday,Aug.5
Murray Women of

RECEIVES
SCHOLARSHIP — A
Murray High School
graduate has been
awarded a scholarship
from Western Kentucky
University, Bowling
Green, for 1982-83 school
year. Katherine
Elizabeth Shepard,
daughter of Fred W.
Shepard and Linda
Shepard, has excelled in
performing arts
throughout high school
and received a scholarship from the Department of Communication
and Theatre at Western.
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Library at Princeton charging for service

)16

169

759

533

610

229

15

Only people affiliated
world's largest openstack research libraries, with the university or
started charging the visiting 4scholars will be
able to use the library
public for access Aug 2.
without charge, an official said. All others,
which a study indicated'
may be 20 percent of the
Peerson's grave during users, must buy an "achis six-hour visit. Local cess card" costing $20
residents expect as many monthly or $75 per year.
The public previously
as 15,000 immigrants to
had unlimited access to
show up.
"There's quite a bit of the estimated 3.5 million
excitement," said Gene
Another Furst
Aars, director of the BosIn Murray
que Memorial Museum in
(iv ol.rlo
1,1Loi-1
nearby Clifton. "Most
FRAMERS GALLERY
small towns would give
The Village
their right arm to get a
7 3 07 1
king to visit."
6
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

King will visit Norse

E 29

39

PRINCETON, N.J.
(API— The Firestone
Library at Princeton
University, one of the

NORSE, Texas AP —
The rugged farmers and
ranchers who make up
most of this central Texas
town's 110 residents are
preparing to hobnob with
a king — Olav V of Norway.
This Bosque County
hamlet in the oak- and
cedar-covered hills northwest of Waco is the
largest Scandinavian settlement in Texas.
King Olav is due here
Oct. 10 to commemorate
the 200th anniversary of
the birth of Kleng Peer- •
son, the "father" of •
Norwegian immigration
to North America.

•
•

THE MOVIE STORE
— Videocassette Rentals —
324.0 Tyson Ave., Paris, TN
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• cept our competitors:
:
• coupons chicken & ice:
•
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Peerson lived out his
days here after • fleeing
religious persecution and
poverty at -home in the
mid-1850s with about 100
•
Norwegians in tow, said
•..
Carl Sorenson of the
Dallas-based Norwegian
Dixieland Center •
Society of Texas.
On Cheynut •
10-10 Mon.:Thum:
753-6O4
10-11.Fri5at.
King Olav, who ascend11:30-9 Sun.
ed to the Nqrwegian
•
throne in 1957, will visit ••• 000000•••
•••00000••••• 11
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Attitudes on restoration changing
By BARBARA MAYER
AP Newsfeatures

3S'
•
,i
FIRST FLOOR PLAN 4.A-

U.S. devoted exclusively
to restoration and
In Western Europe. historic-preservation
where historic preserva- studies, similar to schools
tion and restoration is already existing in
thought worthy: of serious Europe.
study, there are centers
The association started
of higher Learning in 1979 when it acquired
devoted exclusively to the campus and buildings
these subjects.
of defunct Shimer ColHere in the United lege, and turned them inStates, however, the em- to the Campbell Center
phasis has been on for Historic Preservation
building the new — not in Studies. A variety of
keeping the old up to par. classes and workshops
But the evidence suggests taught by experts is
such attitudes are chang- geared to professionals
and interested amateurs
ing here.
One example of this from May through
new interest is the recent November.
establishment of the
EstablishMent of the
Restoration College school is an example of
Association at Mount historic preservation at
Carroll, Ill. Ultimately, its best, since the school's
the nonprofit group hopes opening permitted the
to create a center of mid-19th century campus
higher education in the to survive intact. Saving

12

the college from the
wrecker's ball also
played a role in revitalizing the town of 'Mount
Carroll.
"If a 12-acre site in the
center of a town of 2,000
becomes a derelict, it can
have a devastating effect," said Bob Richardson, a former philosophy
teacher at Shinier College and now director of
curriculum and development for the Restoration
College Association.
The college has played
a major role in the town
since it was established in
1853, according to
Richardson. Its growth
helped stimulate development and restoration of
some of the town's central business district,
built around a courthouse
constructed in 1858.
As a quiet rural county

SECOND FLOOR
.

HAI 1 6.3A

THE EXTERIOR OF THIS TWO-STORY vacation home
combines stone veneer and a log cabin siding. The interior
provides for three bedrooms, two full baths, and a living'
dining room with a sloped ceiling. Plan HA1163A has 928
square feet on the first floor and 375 on the second. For more
information write — enclosing a stamped, self-addressed
envelope — to architect Jerold L. Axelrod, 275 Broadhollow
Rd., Melville. N.Y. 11746.

Here's the Answer
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Q. - We have plaster
ceilings in our home. The
ceilings are structurally
sound. but the chipped
paint on them cannot be
removed or repainted. I
have been told this condition has come about
because the ceiling
originally was calcimined, then painted. Is this
true and what can I do
about it? I am. willing to
hire a professional
painter if he can handle
this kind of work.
A. - Yes, painting over
calcimine can cause this
kind of problem. but I
cannot understand the
advice you got about it
being impossible to
restore the ceiling. A
good professional painter
can remove the old paint,
wash off the calcimine
with warm water and
detergent and then repaint the ceiling.
----Q. - I would appreciate
it if you could tell me how
to remove spots from
marble. I have a white
marble countertop in my
bathroom that had white
vinegar spilled on it.
Also. -it- has- some ring
marks. I have bought two
commercial cleaners and
followed instructions for
making a poultice, but
neither worked. I really
feel an answer to my problem would help many
other persons. •
A. - The vinegar may
have eaten a little into the
surface of the marble if it
was not wiped up immediately. If so, it may
be difficult to fix and may
require the services of a
professional. But try
making a mixture of
powdered whiting and
hydrogen peroxide so
that it forms a paste.
After a few minutes. wipe
it off, then repeat the procedure, rinsing with hot
water each time and drying with a clean cloth.
This will work on most
stains and should remove
the ring marks, although
you did not say if they
were also caused by
vinegar left on the surface without being wiped
up quickly..

Q. - We bought an insulating window some
time ago, but condensation is now forming between the two pieces of
glass. What causes this
and how can it be fixed?
A. - This means the seal
between the two pieces of
glass has been broken.
You say you bought the
window
some time
alto." How long is that?
Most manufacturers of
• insulating glass of that
type include a warranty
for a certain period of

IN11011111
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Home insulation manager denies
rumors; program will expand
CHATTANOOGA,
Tenn. t AP) — The
manager of the Tennessee Valley Authority's
home insulation program
says worries that the project may be scrapped are
unfounded and, if
anything, it might be expanded.
"We don't foresee any
drastic changes to the
program other than improvements, expanding
the program," program
manager A.B. Coleman
said in an interview
Wednesday.
Last April, TVA reduced from $2,000 to $1,200
the maximum monthly
loan available under the
program to TVA electricity consumers. The
cutback fueled some
speculation that the
federal utility might be
considering dumping the
5-year-old program.
Coleman said he has
heard that concern from
some contractors who
work with TVA in installing home insulation
materials. But Coleman
said he is confident TVA's
board of directors still
support the program.
TVA says the program
earns its keep by helping
to limit power consumption in the utility's sevenstate service region during costly peak -hour
usage. The conservation
ultimately can help the
utility avoid the expense
of building a new power
plant. Coleman said.
"We're trying to save
the consumer money, but
we're also trying to save
TVA money," he said.
"We wouldn't do it at all
if it wouldn't save TVA
money."
As of June 25. inspectors from TVA and the 160
regional distributors of

time. If you have one, it
may still be in effect.
Q. -We have a recessed
Check carefully, because wall area in our main
it is very difficult, bathroom. I would like to
sometimes impossible, to spruce up the old bathtub
find a solution other than with fiber -glass
replacement of the pro- materials I have heard
duct.
about from time to time.
Can you tell me
Q. - We have an ex- something about the intremely bad rust stain on. stallation procedure?
the concrete floor of our
A. - Your best bet is to
garage. It was caused by buy one of the special
an overheated radiator fiber-glass materials kits
which erupted. We would sold at building supply
appreciate your advice stores. It will have
on how to remove it. Our everything you need to
neighbor says it is in- make the installation, inpossible because the con- cluding the proper
crete is porous and has adhesive. It would take
absorbed the rust.
too much space to tell you
A. - YOur neighbor is about the method of incorrect about the porosity stallation, but the kit inof concrete and the pro- cludes detailed instrucbability it will be difficult tions.
to remove, but don't give
Kinds of paint, surface
up hope. You can probably get it off with preparation, brushes.
muriatic acid, but this is rollers -.and special tips
so dangeros to use it is are contained in Andy
rarely recommended 'in Lang's booklet, "Paint
this space. Instead, try Your House Inside and
one of the heavy-duty Out,' which can be obdetergents sold par- tained by sending 50 cents
ticularly for stubborn and a long, stamped,selfstains on surfaces such as addressed envelope to
concrete rather than Know-How, P.O. Box 477,
those used strictly for Huntington, NY 11743.
clothes. Follow the direc- Questions of general intions and then go through terest will be answered in
the same steps a second the column, but intime. Usually, that type dividual correspondence
of cleaner calls for dilu- cannot be undertaken.
tion with water for most
jobs. but for use as it
comes out of the container for tough jobs. If
there is still some rust on
By ANDY LANG
will fit in with any
the concrete, consider
AP Newsfeatures
decor. and that it is
one of the commercial
What's new on the safety-tested and carries
driveway cleaners. A market'
the UnderWriters
third possibility is to
I.aboratories listing
cover the stained area
THE PRODUCT — A mark.
with dry portland ce- portable kerosene heater
ment, let it stay there for with an electric circulaTHE PRODUCT — A
24 hours, then sweep it up tion fan.
cleaner for dissolving
with a long-handled wire
Manufacturer's Claim grease quickly.
brush, rubbing vigorous- — That this heater's fan
Manufacturer's claim
ly as you sweep. You system operates on stan- — That
the formula for
simply will have to ex- dard household current this
cleaner dissolves
periment, since there is and uses less electricity grease
on walls, a.pno magic solution for all than a 50-watt light pliances,
pots, pans and
concrete stains.
bulb...that it has a heater other cooking utensils
in
rating of 9.600 BTUs per seconds.. that it can
be
Q. - I am going to put up hour and will heat a
19-by added to dish' water for
plywood paneling, at- 24-foot room for up
to 27 extra grease-cutting
taching ,the panels to an hours on less than
12 power...that it can be usexisting wall. I intend to gallons of kerosene..,
that ed full strength on coluse paneling adhesive, it operates without smoke
lars.- cuffs, spots and
but I am not sure how the or odor., that it has
a stains,. that, when reducadhesive should be ap- removable 1.4-gallon
fuel ed with water, a single
plied. Is it necessary to canister for easy refuelquart makes 64
glue the entire back of ing...that it has a hidden
gallons...and that it is
each panel and can I use control panel and
high- biodegradable.
the adhesive only on gloss enamel finish in offphosphate-free and safe
parts of the panel?
white and brown so that it for septic tanks.
A. - Apply a continuous
bead of the adhesive
about one inch from each
For oll your Trove) Reservations Coll
edge of the panel and two
beads on 16-inch spans on
the back. You will have to
use shims or blocks to
keep the panels snug
while failing. Another
way is to apply- the
adhesive to the entire
back of each panel, but it
Ampriron and International frorcifimc
should be spread with one
of those saw-toothed
spreaders.

On The House

Marjorie.and Bill Major
753-0880

TVA electricity had done
513.661 home surveys
since the program began.
That includes 623,518 living units, since TVA
counts an entire apartment building as one
survey.
In an energy survey, a
field inspector examines
a home and tells the
homeowner, apartment
renter or landlord where
insulation' could bring
worthwhile savings. The
consumer can elect to
personally finance the
suggested improvements
or borrow up to ELMO to
be rep.4,c1 to the
distributor in monthly
power bills for up to 84
months — seven years.
TVA borrows the
money and advances it to
the distributors, who then
repay TVA. Contractors
who install insulation
materials under the program aren't paid until the

work is approved by the
program inspector.
TVA's power system
provides electricity to 2.5
million residential consumers in Tennessee and
neighboring parts of Kentucky, Virginia, North
Carolina, Georgia,
Alabama and Mississippi.
The system -wide
backlog of people waiting
to have energy surveys
done has been as high as
20.000 but has now dropped to about 8,900 in the
summer doldrums, when
people aren't thinking so
much about weatherizing
their homes, TVA said.
Coleman said he hopes
the program can
ultimately reach at least
another 600.000 living
units.
"We look at it as an
ongoing program," he
said. "We don't look at it
as being half over."

seat, nothing much happened in Mount Carroll
over the years. This
meant most of the old
fe19th-century buildings
around the courthouse
were still standing and
looked much as ;hey did
when first built when
Campbell Center opened.
In fact, the town now
serves as a laboratory for
Campbell Center
students.
The credit for the idea
of turning the bankrupt
college into a center for
preservation studies goes
to Ralph Kennedy, a furniture restorer who lives
and works in Mount Carroll. His enthusiasm and
fund-raising efforts led to
a generous donation from
the late S.J. Campbell of
Mount Carroll and others
which enabled the group
to acquire the campus for
$170,000 at auction in 1979.
Soon, both the campus
and the central business
district were placed on
the National Register of
historic Places as part of
the Mount Carroll
Historic District. This
generated interest in
restoring some of the
town's buildings.
As a result, several
buildings have been
renovated for new
businesses and "there is
a more positive attitude
toward solving the town's
problems," Richardson
said.
There is still a long way
to go toward establishing
Campbell Center as a
-mecca for preservationists. But each year.
classes have increased.
Several hundred students
now come from all over
the U.S. to study with experts and learn by doing.
in courses on wood carving, decorative-surface
and furniture finishes,
historic wallpapers and
textiles, the restoration of
historic buildings, and
similar subjects.
The classes are geared
toward those already

Shi

knowledgeable in their
fields — architects,
engineers,
historicalsociety
employees, curators, collectors and craftsmen.
Teachers of the
workshops come from
leading institutions such
as Colonial
Williamsburg, the
Smithsonian Institution,
and the Library of Congress.
Classes appealing to a
wider audience, such as
individuals who are
restoring their own
homes, are being planned. Another goal is to provide working and
showroom space for
craftsmen and artisans
on campus.
--(Information about
courses is available by
writing • the Restoration
College Association Inc.,
Campbell Center, Box 66,
Mount Carroll, 11.61053.
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Businessowners...
ride with us.
Whether your business is
small large or somewhere in
between, we ve got the coverage and service to fit. Our
Select pat policy combines
and broadens most types of
coverage you need in a
convenient package program. And for needs that are
hard to lit, we have the
Special Multi Peril Policy. Ask
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PORTSMOUTH,
England 4 AP) — Henry
VIII's 16th-century
flagship, the Mary Rose,
a time capsule of Tudor
life lying under 40 feet of
murky water off Portsmouth Harbor, comes
home from battle tins fall
-- 437 years late.
Seventeen years after
the wreck of the Mary
Rose was located, Prince
Charles last month launched the final stage of
what is one of the most
ambitious underwater archaeological projects
ever undertaken.
After more than 25,000
dives that have produced
14,000 artifacts — including such items as a
rare 16th -century
musical instrument called a shawm —
preliminary work has
begun on raising the hull
of the 130-foot warship.
"This is a moment of
history," Margaret Rule,
archaeological director
of the Mary Rose Trust,
said at a recent briefing.
"We have taken out all
the contents and what we
shall be bringing ashore
is the empty hull.'

Financial problems remain. but Mrs. Rule said
if all goes according to
plan the wreck will be
towed into Portsmouth
Harbor this fall, possibly
as early as mid-October.
In the most surgical
aspect of the mission,
divers are attaching a
giant heavy-lifting frame
to the delicate, waterlogged wood.
Taking care not to
cause unnecessary
damage, the divers are
drilling holes in the hull
for the 80 cables, which
will lift the ship underwater onto a steel cradle.
It will be transferred to
shore by tug.
"She will be thoroughly
corseted internally and
externally," said Mrs.
Rule.
Once raised, the hull
will lie in a specially constructed drydock
alongside another great
warship, Lord Nelson's
HMS Victory, for conservation and reconstruction.
The Mary Rose, 91-gun
pride of King Henry's
fleet, sank in 1545 during
a battle with the French

News briefs from
across the state
KEVIL, Ky. AP ) — A
16-year-old bicycle rider
was killed and his companion injured slightly
when they were struck on
U.S.60 at Kevil in Ballard
County late Monday
night. State Police said
the boys were westbound
when a vehicle going in
the same direction struck
them about 11 p.m. Police
said Scott D.Roettger
died at the scene while
Keith Moore, 14, was
released after being
treated at a Paducah
hospital for facial injuries. Both boys were
from Kevil.
,
WHITESBURG, Ky.
I AP). — Workers are expected to return tonight
after voting to end a 20day strike at the Scotia
mine at Oven Fork. The
miners voted 169 to 112
Monday for a three-year
contract offered by the
parent Blue Diamond
Coal Co. of Knoxville. The
initial offer was rejected
last week. The Scotia
Employees Association
represents about 445
miners at Scotia.

was paralyzed in a jeep
accident has been awarded $1.5 million,
authorities said.
Katherine Addington,
30, was paralyzed from
the waist down after her
spinal cord was cut in an
accident on Christmas
Eve, 1980.
She sued American
Motors Corp., American
Motors Ltd., and the Jeep
Corp. for $6.67 million,
claiming the Jeep CJ-5
she was driving at the
time of the wreck was
defective.
Police said Ms. Addington, Linda Kinney
and Kinney's baby were
traveling to a laundromat
when the Jeep skidded on
a patch of ice and left the
road.
All three were thrown
from the vehicle as it
overturned, but Ms. Kinney and the child suffered
only minor injuries.
The suit, decided Monday in Pike Circuit Court,
charged that the accident
was the result of "a
defect or defective condition of the 1980 Jeep CJ-5
whL:h was unreasonably
dangerous."

LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP — Counsel for Kenneth E.Hollis of
Louisville has 30 days to
file pre-trial motions in
response to a complaint
against his client. Hollis,
a former counsel for the
state Labor Department,
pleaded innocent to four
counts involving alleged
extortion. Hollis was
released on bond after his
plea Monday in
U.S.District Court. He is
accused of extorting
$2,100 from a Florida doctor.

PAINTSVILLE, Ky.
( AP) — Attorneys for the
state and an engineering
firm have been given
more time to file additional arguments in a
primacy dispute.
Johnson Circuit Judge
W.B. Hazelrigg heard
Monday from lawyers for
the state Natural
Resources and Environmental Protection
Cabinet and the engineering firm of Mason, Barrows and Feamster.
The firm is contending
LEXINGTON, Ky. that several of its permit
( API — A federal grand applications were wrongjury at Lexington has in- ly rejected by the state.
dicted an Owingsville including one filed before
physician on drug-related July 19 that involves a
and tax charges. Arraign- 424-acre surface mining
ment for Dr.Donald operation in Magoffin
C.Cameron is set Aug.13 -•• County.
July 19 was the
in U.S.Distict Court. The
indictment returned Mon- deadline for transition
day accused the 54-year- applications for the
old doctor of attempting switch from federal to
to evade income taxes for state regulation of strip
1977 and 1978. It also mining.
charged him with conMAYSVILLE, Ky.
spiring to distribute controlled substances (API — A funeral will be
through improper held Wednesday for Dr
prescriptions, unlawfully William Holton Cartmell,
dispensing controlled who practiced medicine
substances and failing to for 51 years in Maysville.
Cartmell, 80, died SunkeepprOper records.
day at General Hospital
LEXINGTON, Ky. in Cincinnati.
A fellow of the
(AP) — An administrator
at the University of Ken- American College of
tucky, Dr. Peter Fit- Surgeons and a senior
zgerald will become vice fellow of the Southeastern
chancellor at the Univer- Surgical Conference, he
sity of Houston on Sept.l. had also served on the
He has been associate Murray State University.
vice president of ad- Board of Regents since
1956.
ministration for planning
He retired from his
and budget at Kentucky
medical practice in July
since 1975.
1981.
PIKEVILLE, Ky. 4 AP )
Graveside services are
A Pikeville ..woman scheduled for 10 a.m
who sued American Wednesday al the
Motors Corp. after she Maysville Cemetery
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off Portsmouth Harbor. ander McKee, a PortHistorians still don't smouth author and
know whether the ship amateur diver
was hit by enemy cannonThe same year, the
fire or sank because of Mary Rose Trust was set
overcrowding.
up with Prince Charles as
Fewer than 40 of the 700 its president. The prince
crewmen are believed to has himself made nine
have survived, and Henry dives to the wreckage.
is said to have heard the
Twelve professional
cries of his drowning men divers, assisted over the
as he watched the years by some 500
disaster from behind the volunteers, lifted arharbor walls.
tifacts from the Mary
After decades of futile Rose,sometimes working
attempts to find the in poor visibility of no
wreckage, it was finally more than two yards on
located in 1965 by Alex- the silt-filled seabed. One

diver has been killed during the 12-year operation
Sonic of the artifacts
have been put on exhibit,
but most are kept in an
old v.arehouse in suburban Portsmouth. Each
item is washed, waxed or
freeze-dried, niunbered,
labeled and placed in a
clear, waterproof plastic
bag.
Among the 16th century artifacts are
bows and arrows, guns.
pocket sundials, spoons,
razor handles, game

boards, cooking pots,
books, clothing and an
ominous-looking 15-inch
syringe used in the treatment of venereal disease.
Perhaps the most
valuable item — although
no price has been placed
on it
is the shawm, a
double-reed wind instrument resembling an oboe.
Experts believe only two
other examples of the
wooden instrument exist
in Europe.
One of the last items
recovered was a bronze
bell. dated 1510, the year

Mary Rose is believed to
have been commissioned.
-. The Mary Rose
represents a day in the
life of Tudor England."
said site founder Alexander McKee. -You cannot get that sort of information from
libraries."
Although confident the
technical difficulties of
raising the hull can be
overcome -- the ship is
lying on its side at an
angle of 60 degrees — the
trust says it is still $1.75
million short of the $7

million needed to complete the project
The project's development director, Ian Dahl,
said the coming months
would be crucial
-We are coming to the
most expensive part of
the operation," he said
The ship will form the
centerpiece of a new, 12acre maritime museum
scheduled to open next
spring, "but conservation
work on the timbers will
go into the 21st century,"
Mrs. Rule said.

Government trying to aid troubled harvester company
ROCK ISLAND, Ill.
( AP) — State and local
governments are giving
aid to financially
beleaguered Interns-

tional Harvester Co. as
the firm tries to prevent
future losses through a
consolidation of nationwide operations.

Strip mine regulations
will be state-enforced
NASHVILLE, Tenn.
AP) — State strip mine
agents will replace
federal agents in Tennessee following Interior
Department approval of
the state's plan to enforce
with its 1980 law.
Conservation Commissioner Charles Howell
and Austin Gaines, director of the state Division of
Surface Mining, were to
go to Washington today to
effect the transfer.
Howell said Monday
that Secretary of Interior
James Watt would sign
documents granting the
state primary responsibility for regulating
strip mines under a 1980
law. The actual transfer
will come several days
later, after necessary
regulations are published
in the Federal Register.
The state Division of
Surface Mining is headquartered in Knoxville.
The federal Office of Surface Mining also has
maintained its Tennessee
office in Knoxville, where
officials said it will keep a
small administrative
I

staff, about six miles
from the state office.
Gaines said additional
agents will be hired and
the state plans to begin
reclaiming strip mines
abandoned before the
1977 federal strip mine
law went into effect.
"We have worked very
hard putting together a
program for Tennessee
which ensures both the
safety of residents near
coalfields and the protection of the environment,"
Howell said. "We are
read)' to move ahead in
our efforts to regulate
surface coal mining in
Tennessee."
Gaines said the change
means state government
"will regulate the Tennessee surface mining industry, that a state law
will set terms for the surface mining of coal in
stronger language than
the federal law and that
the coal industry will pay
for regulation and abandoned mine lands through
state and federal
severance taxes."
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Gov. James R. Thompson on Monday promised
about $1 million in state
aid to Harvester to help in
reorganizing its Quad
Cities plants.
And the Rock Island City Council approved borrowing $6 million through
bond sales to help
Harvester move production work from Tennessee
to Rock Island's Farmall
tractor plant.
IH has lost $1 billion
during the last two fiscal
years and is expecting
losses of nearly $1 billion
this year.
Thompson told a
gathering at the tractor
factory here that the
state money would come
from existing programs
within the state Department of Commerce and
Community Affairs, the
state agency charged
with promoting Illinois'
economic development.
Tom Laue, DCCA
spokesman in Springfield, said some of the
money probably would be
used to help retrain
workers to handle new
machinery.
As part of its recently
announced nationwide
reorganization, Chicagobased Harvester plans to
shift about 500 jobs from
its Louisville, Ky., plant
to Illinois plants in Rock
Island and East Moline.
Laue said some of the
$1 million also might be
used to assist in the

relocation of any jobs to
the East Moline facility.
Some workers
previously laid off would
be among the first to be
offered jobs under the
reorganization plan, accor ding to a
spokeswoman for Matthew J. Glogowski, plant
manager in Rock Island.
Harvester officials
have said the Farmall expansion will involve installation of 240 new
machines to make
transmissions and rear
axles. The plant now
employs about 2,200
workers.
The farm machinery
manufacturer said
earlier Monday it will
make cuts in its whitecollar workforce beyond
those recently announced
in the new consolidation
program.
Bill Colwell, an IH
spokesman, declined to
say how many jobs would
be cut or what IH
facilities would be affected.
He did say, however,
the cuts would be in addition to the plant closings
announced last week. The
firm also said last week it
Would sell its farm implement factory in Canton,
Ill.
The company said that
as IH moves to consolidate operations, "it
will obviously need to
reduce its management
and salaried organization
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to reflect the smaller
structure."
The firm announced
last week it must close or
consolidate more operations and get greater concessions from lenders to
pay off its $4.2 billion
debt. The new operating
plan calls for the shutdown of up to eight more
plants and elimination of
at least 1,700 jobs.
The nationwide work

force of IH has dropped to
32,500 from a high of
64,500 before a six-month
strike in 1978-79.
IH executives last week
also presented their
restructuring plan to
lenders. The firm is asking lenders for major
Changes in its debt
package based on a new
operating plan IH , says
can return it to profitability by 1984.

Three people arrested
in shooting of deputy
ASHLAND, Ohio ( AP I
— Law enforcement officials today said three
people had been arrested
in connection with the
shooting of an Ashland
County sheriff's deputy.
Detective Sgt. Glenn
Sturgill, 30. was shot to
death about 9 p.m. Monday as he chased several
people involved in an attempted armed robbery,
according to a Statement
issued jointly by Ashland
County Prosecutor Arthur M. Elk, Police Chief
-Don Townsend and
Sheriff Kenneth S. Etzwiler.
Officials said David
Mullins, 21. of Pikeville,
Ky., and a 17-year old
Pikeville youth were arrested earlier.
The identity of the third

person, wanted for questioning in the killing, was
being withheld.
Sturgill, a six-year
veteran of the sheriff's office, was shot behind a
fast-food restaurant after
chasing suspects who had
tried to rob someone in a
parking lot, a deputy
said.
The officer's body was
transported to Cleveland
for examination by the
Cuyahoga County Coroner.
An investigator from
the Bureau of Criminal
Identification and Investigation in , London
was sent to Ashland to
help in the case.
Sturgill is survived by
his wife, also a deputy
with the sheriff's office,
and two children.
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Starts Wednesday Morning 8:30
/Closed Monday & Tuesday For Markdown
Everything in Wiggins' Big 24000 sq. ft. store
must be sold. Now-a-chance to buy furniture
you thought you couldn't afford.
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Unheard of Bedding Prices on
Twin. Reg.. Queen or King
Jerry Hyde Factory Rep. will be here Thursday
— Taking Orders — Your big
chance for the same bedding Wiggins has
sold for the past 25 years
at Fantastic Savings. Southerlands —
Dreamliner, the Bedding that gives
you a perfect night's rest.
STARTS WED. MORNING 8:30
ONCE IN A LIFE TIME SAVINGS

WIGGINS FURNITURE
2', Miles North of Murray

Hwy. 641

i
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All Famous Name
•
Brand Furniture
(Wiggins has always
selected) is on
the floor to be sold.
Regardless of price
SUCH AS
BERKLINE
Recliners
FLEXSTEEL
KAY-KENLINE Sofas
TRENDLINE 8
RIVERSIDE
Chairs
CHROMCRAFT
Dinettes
COCHRANE
8
Dining
KELLER
Room
STYLINE
AND MANY OTHERS

And Whats Better While Shopping Than to Stop. Relax and Refresh —
Yourself With An Ice Cold Glass of Lemonade (FREE)

.

SHOP JP NESBITT NEXT DOOR FOR GIFTS & ACCESSORIES
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Preparations set
for third annual
Shepard Tourney

Purcell plays rematch
today against Birner

1"

1-ruin Al'
and Staff Reports
INDIANAPOLIS ) AP
Mel Purcell, Murray's
claim to fame in the pro
tenuis world. was
scheduled to play today
at 11 a.m. in the featured
match of the $450,000 U.S.
Clay Court Championships.
Purcell and Stanislov
Birner of Czechslovakia
were to share today's
Stadium Court limelight.
The two — both clay
court specialists -- met
once before in
Washington last year
with Birner emerging the
victor in three sets.
*Purcell, seeded
seventh, is ranked in the
top 30 in the world while
Birner is ranked in the
top 75.
The U.S. Clay Court
Championships tournament has been especially
good to the Murrayan in
his last two visits. As a
rookie in 1980 Purcell
finished runnerup to

use-LUIS
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hun in the finals.
Last year Purcell again
met his Waterloo at the
hands of Clerc, when the
pair met in the quarterfinals.
This year, should both
Purcell and Clete win
their first three matches,
they would again be
paired in the quarterfinals of the 64-player
draw.
Purcell and . partner
Tracy DeLatte of Dallas
are scheduled to begin
doubles competition
Wednesday.
In first-round singles
action. top-seeded
Guillermo Vitas of Argentina overpowered U.S.
Junior Davis Cupper Jon
Levine, 6-3, 6-2, and
Sweden's Mats Wilander,
the No.4 seed, defeated
countryman Stefan
Simonsson.6-3.6-3.
Clerc, seeded second,
was idle Monday.
In other matches. Andres Gomez of Ecuador

defeat 11111 Wilktbuii.
6-2; No.8 Balazs Taroczy
of Hungary defeated
Terry Moor 1-6, 6-4, 6-1;
No.10 Jimmy Arias topped Sergio Casal of Spain
7-6, 6-3; No.14 Hans
Gilderneister of Chile
upended Colin
Dowdeswell of
Switzerland 7-6, 6-2, and
No. 13 Kim Warwick of
Australia was upset by
Bolivia's Mario Martinez
6-3,6-1.
In second -round
women's matches, Dana
Gilbert scored a 4-6, 7-6,
6-1 upset of third-seeded
Zina Garrison; fourthseeded Bonnie Gadusek
topped Kelly Henry 6-1, 62, and No.7 Helena
Sukova of Czechoslovakia
beat Kathleen Cummings
6-3,6-1; Ivanna MadrugaOsses of Argentina overpowered Lisa Doherty 62, 6-4, and Australian
Diane Fromholtz stopped
Czechosovakia's
Michaela Pazderova 3-6,
6-1, 6-6.

Balks, walks, but no talks
spotlight NFL happenings
By The Associated Press coaching staff) may
The judge in California strike the game," said
did the balking, the coach Grant at the Vikings
in Minnesota threatened training camp."The staff
some walking and may go, but not coach."
players did no talking as
The NFL turned down a
the National Football Vikings request several
League drew closer to the weeks ago that the
opening of its exhibition coaching staff be paid for
season..
the game.
U.S. District Court
Meanwhile, talks betJudge Harry Pregerson ween the league and the
turned down the NFL's NFL Players Association
request for a delay in the are still bogged down
damage phase of the because the two sides
Raiders-NFL antitrust can't agree on a site to
trial. The Los Angeles
.
'conduct negotiations fona
Coliseum has asked for new collective bargaining
$53 million in damages agreement.
from the league and the
The players union
Raiders seek $160 million. hinted that Chester, Pa.,
A federal jury ruled the site of the
last May that the league Philadelphia Eagles
violated antitrust law training camp, would be
when'it blocked the acceptable, while'
Raiders move from management suggested
Oakland to Los Angeles. meetings in Washington
The NFL is still appeal- Thursday and Friday,
ing that decision.
with discussions continuIn Mankato, Minn.. ing in New York next
Vikings head Coach Bud week.
Grant and his staff have .
Louie Keleher, whose
threatened to strike this retirement last week surSaturday's Hall of Fame prised the San Diego
game because the Chargers, gave no indicacoaching staff is not be- tions he planned to
ing paid for working the return. The 28-year-old
exhibition between Min- three-time Pro Bowl
nesota and the Baltimore selection gave no reasons
Colts.
for leaving.
"Players get paid extra
Tampa Bay quarterfor playing the game but - back Doug Williams. who
we don't, so we the skipped camp Sunday
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night, returned seven
hours later, telling a
team spokesman he had
been depressed and "had
to get, away to think
things out."
New Orleans' Jim
Kovach ended a five-day
holdout, putting his
medical -studies once
again on the back burner.
The linebacker had been
unhappy over the Saints
contract offer.
The Miami Dolphins
named guard Bob
Kuechenberg their offensive captian and
linebacker Ernie Rhone
their defensive signalcaller, while the Atlanta
Falcons signed third-year
linebacker Buddy Curry
to a contract extension.
The Super Bowl champion San Francisco 49ers,
waived starting
linebacker Craig Puki.
who admitted he had problem with "a little drugs
and a little alcohol" but
says he has gone through
rehabilitation. He has
since been claimed by the
St.Louis Cardinals.
The Los Angeles Rams
placed veteran defensive
tackle Larry Brooks on
the physically unable to
perform list.
The Buffalo Bills
released 16 free agents
and rookies.

Preparations for the a.m. Wednesday and tee
third annual Betty assignments for each of
Shepard Memorial Golf the two-lady teams are:
Tournament are almost •) i),),)&& Epotoo, &
Af
complete for the 18-hole
ir2B.t, J Purdoen & Frani es Hulsc
competition, Wednesday.
Eyelyn Jones I.Venela Sexton Mar, It.,,
The tourney, held at
Man B0g.ni
Lulda tItikot, & 1;111,n,, Strad,
Oaks Country Club. has
I ralir Ste,mt.& 50,. Pursies .
already drawn 51 couples Hot/mans Emma Spann
Sams Nickel & !Yonne ',silos Hosts
for the two-lady scramLog,. & Arlene Meredith sos 0,..1
ble.
Bett. Hugon
"The turnout has been
better than we expected," said tournament
co-director Marsha
Hargrove. "To get 51
couples so far is good considering two other
women's tournaments
are going on in this area
this weekend — one in
Paris ( Tenn. ) and the
other in Hopkinsville."
And why the large turnout for the tournament?

CO-DIRECTORS — Carita Lamb (left) and Marsha Hargrove will be playing on different teams, but will team together to direct the annual Betty
Shepard Memorial Golf Tournament. Wednesday, at Oaks Country Club.
Fifty-one two-lady scramble teams are scheduled to compete in the 18-hole
tournament, conducted in memory of championship golfer and OCC member
Betty Shepard.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

"I think it's because the
players like to play this
course," responded codirector Carita Lamb.
"We've got several
championship golfers and
it's really going to be
competitive ... and fun."
A shotgun start will
begin the tournament at 9
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Kaat can't come up with hit; Cards lose in 17th
ST. LOUIS AP) — Jim
Kaat, the major leagues'
second-oldest player,
figured it was his bat
which betrayed him as
much as his weary left
arm.
"You see that happen a
hundred times," said
Kaat after charged Monday night with a 4-2 loss
by the St. Louis Cardinals
to the Pittsburgh Pirates
in 17 innings. "One team
gets the bases loaded and
doesn't score, and the
Other team comes back
with the adrenaline."
For the 43-year-old
Kaat, his own failure to
cash in on a golden St.
Louis opportunity in the
16th prestaged the defeat.
"I've got no one to
blame but myself," said
Kaat. who rapped into a
foreceout at home plate
with three teammates
aboard and none out.
"I'm disappointed I
didn't get the run in."
If Kaat, 4-2, was
downcast, so was Cardinals Manager Whitey
Herzog by subsequent
easy outs St. Louis' No. 1
and No. 2 hitters made
against Pittsburgh righthander Enrique Romo, 6-

"We had the people
coming up." said Herzog
in reference to failures by
Tommy Herr and Lonnie
Smith to pick the Cards
pitcher up. -He ( Kaat ) is
a pretty good hitter. I
thought he was as good as
anybody in that situation."
It was Kaat's third time
at bat ahead of a two-run
triple by the Pirates'
Johnny Ray in the 17th
which decided the 4-hourand-55-minute struggle.
"I think it's the guys on
the bench who suffer
most," said Kaat, who
had entered in the 12th
and hurled five hitless in-

nings. "Wherl you're in
the game, you don't know
what inning it is.,

reignited the Pirates.
Jim Morrison 'a
sacrifice and a walk to
St. Louis, after tying on Omar Moreno set the
Herr's double and stage for Ray's scorching
Smith's single in the drive over the third base
ninth, also loaded the bag and into the left field
bases with two out in its corner.
"I was just looking for
12th before Kaat grounda pitch I could hit —
ed back to the mound.
period," said Ray, who
Herr's single, his fifth had previously gone 0-forhit, and Smith's sacrifice 7. "I wanted something
followed by an intentional on which we could score
walk and forceout at se- some runs."
cond set up still another
Pittsburgh Manager
Cards chance in the 15th. Chuck Tanner, banished
George Hendrick, in the 14th inning after
however, flied out, and arguing a call at first
two innings later Dale base, said he was not surBerra's leadoff single prised by Herzog's deci-

sions to let Kaat bat.
"Kaat's a good hitter.
You utilize your personnel and do what you have
to do," said Tanner. "I
would have let Kaat hit.
He can swing the bat:"
While bowing, St. Louis
left 24 runners stranded
— three shy of the major's record for an extrainning contest set in 1973
by the Atlanta Braves.
"I figured,'Why not let
him win it," Hering said
in respect to the chance
he provided Kaat as the
Cards dropped their third
extra-inning game in five
days. "I'm going to be
tired tomorrow."
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Rallying Richard completes Class A tour,
promoted to Astros'AAA club in Tuscon
DAYTONA BEACH,
Fla. (API — J.R.
Richard. the 6-foot-8
right-hander, has completed a tour of duty with
the Class A Daytona

Beach Astros in his com- Astros' Triple A farm
He yielded 11 hits,
eback from a life - club in Tuscon, Ariz., pit- walked two and struck
threatening stroke • two ched nine innings Mon- out nine, while absorbing
years ago.
day night in the team's 4- his first loss since launRichard, who has been 1 loss to the Tampa Tar- ching his comeback June
promoted to the Houston pons.
28.

SAVE '98*

The Family Color Computer

16K Cob°,Computer
With Standard BASIC

Attaches Easily to Any TV!

3999
'
*
- That's $98
Less Than
Last Year's
Equivalent

30 MONTH
Variable Ceiling Certificates

•16.000 Character Memory
• Uses Instant-Loading Program Paks
For Games and Personal Uses
•Learn BASIC Programming With Our
Entertaining 308-Page Tutorial Manual
• Create Your Own Graphics With Vivid
Colors and Exciting Sound Effects

New Low Prices! Cash in on
These Program Pak ." Savings!
• Challenge Your Computer at Chess
Was $39.95. Now —$34.95
• Dino Wars. Was S39.95. Now —$29.95
• Hit the Downhill Slopes With Skiing
—Was $39.95. Now—$29.95
•Backgammon. Was $29.95.
Now —$19.95

Rote Good thro Aug 9th

Money-Market Certificates

.633%

$7,500
Minimum
Rate Good
Thru Aug. 16th

You're earning the highest rotes allowable.
Don't settle for "peanuts" Earn the whole
bag at Home Federal

f odor& pocia.lahoos r•gtoro o sub.tontiel ponaity for sooty wiffookowel OVOrTI certificate accounts

SAVINGS ANI)LOAN ASSOCIATION

RadioIhaek
--

SEE IT AT YOUR NEAREST
RADIO SHACK STORE
COMPUTER CENTER
OR PARTICIPATING DEALER

C.)//1/SIONCIA-I*AsOc COMPORAI

POIICES MANI //6FIN• AT 116/01600uAl SIC/CIES •NC DEALERS

IllirraN Branch
mu=
1201 Main tit.
LENDER
759.-1630
Ilium. 1 )fficc 16111 Broadu a . Paducah. %.
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IOWA
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SWIM WINNERS
The following members
of the Murray-Calloway
Swim Teen)) were
honored at Monday's picnic banquet t front row,
from left) Caleb Johnson,
Steven Gresham. Gaya
Trimble, Mandi McClure.
Beth Wilson, Amy Burton, Jennifer Parker, Jon
Wilson. Douglas Payne.
back row, from left )
Robert Hopkins, Sean
Terry, Lori Beth McCullar, Cheryl Billington.
Mary Jo Simmons,
Charla Walston, Liz Marquardt, Jonathan
Gresham and Mark
Simmons.
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Gresham brothers top M-CST points list
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A half a point was all
Steven Gresham needed
to edge his older brother,
Jonathan Gresham, for
top point-earner honors
for the 1982 MurrayCalloway Swim Team
season.

also set team records in
each of his three
unbeaten events.
Brother Jonathan placed second on the team's
point chart, collecting 220
points, 28 ahead of third
place Eric Easley's 192
The final rankings for total. Easley was
the season were announc- undefeated in under-12
ed Monday at the City- breaststroke competition.
County Park Complex.
Kathy Williams was the
Steven Gresham's highest scoring girl on the
220'2 points were compil- M-CST roster, placing
ed when the 8-and-under fourth for the year with
swimmer . went 190'2 points after setting
undefeated in three records in both the undercategories - freestyle, 12 backstroke and inbackstroke and in- dividual medley. She was
dividual medley -during undefeated in both
the summer season. He events.

Swimming records set
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GUAYAQUII„ Ecuador dividual gold medal
when
(AP)- Ricardo Prado of he established
a meet
Brazilset a world record mark in the 100 butterfly,
and earned a gold medal winning the final in 53.98
in the 400-meter in- seconds. The ArneriCan
dividual medley competi- 800-freestyle relay
team
tion at the World Swimm- of Rich Saeger, Jeff
ing Championships.
Float, Kyle Miller and
Matt Gribble of Miami Gaines took their event in
got the only U.S. in- 7:21.09.

Robert Hopkins placed
eighth with 1422; Cheryl
Billington, undefeated in
the 12-under butterfly,
placed ninth with 133;
and Sean Terry capped
the top 10 scorers with
131.
Other special awards
presented at Monday's
picnic-style banquet included two Most Improved Swimmer trophies going to Mark Simmons and
Helen Garastazu and two
special t-shirt presenta-

teams with 6-2 records)
Girls 10-under freestyle
- Amy Burton, Beth
Wilson, Jennifer Parker,
Lori Beth McCullar, and
Stephanie Sammons.
Girls 14-under medley
holds pool record) Mary Jo Simmons,
Charla Walston, Leslie
Franklin, Kathy
Williams, Liz Marquardt,
and Tammy Wagner.
Boys 10-under freestyle
( undefeated for second
year. also holds pool
record ) - Jason Town,
Jonathan Gresham,
Brian Shell, Mark Simmons, Steven Gresham,
Jon Wilson and Doug
Payne.

753-1331

The Pnalesnraal Tame-

Open Mon. thru Thurs. Open Friday 8. Sat.
7 a.m. to 7 p.m.
7 a.m. to 8 p.m.

Closed
Sunday
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Robinson, Lezcano honored
COOPERSTOWN, N.Y.
AP - The United
States Postal Service formally issued a Jackie
Robinson commemorative stamp
following the formal Hall
of Fame induction

ceremonies.
NEW YORK 1AP) Sixto Lezcano, who hit
.519 and had two gamewinning hits for the San
Diego Padres, was named National League
Player of the Week.

Formerly Amoco Car Wash

We Also Rent Ryder Trucks

1102 Chestnut St.

MEET THE
FOOTBALL COACHES

753-7362

Gun & Knife Show

TUESDAY, AUG. 3rd 7:30 P.M.
MURRAY HIGH PRACTICE FIELD
FREE WATERMELON

EVERYONE INVITED

Sponsored by Paris
• Henry County Jaycees
Place: Lakeway Village Shopping Center Paris, Tenn.
Date: Aug. 28, 1982
Time: 10 a.m. 16 5 p.m.
Dealer Set-up: 7:30 to 9,30
Open to Public $1.00 Admission
Refreshments on Premisses
All Local State & Federal Laws Must Be Observed!
Dealer Reservations:S10
Call 901-642-8636or 644-1538

Elio./

BACK TO SCHOOL SALE!

SALE NOW IN PROGRESS 20 %OFF 12 NIKE SHOES
Men, women & children can take advantage of this super sport shoe special on quality NIKE styles
for Back -to-School.
They're the shoes you want for casual wear or outdoor activities. Buy now at a savings you cyji appreciat
e.

20 0/0

4 Styles of Children's Shoes

Burt Bruin (Leather)
White with red stripe, sizes 8 children l south No 1200

Curt Canvas
White with red stripe, sizes 8 children
youth. No. 1406.

--.

Sole

Fircracker (Canvas)

3

$
Sale!

5

1 9L-j$ 1

Lady Leather Cortez Lady All Court(Canvas) I

White wIth electric blue
stripe, sizes 4-10. No •
• White with light blue stripe, sizes 4-10 No.
2190
74
06......4

.
8
20 0/0

1

Lady Oceania (Nylon)
Wh.ite with royal blue. sizes 4-10 NO. 1786
-3

Leather

8

39

Leather Cortez
White with red stripe,

'*,-,....._sizes 5 Vz - 14
,

Retail S37.99

$3O39

Sale

I1

Sale

I
1203 Chestnut

COPY AVAILABLE

Retail $36.99

15
9
Sale

291

OFF

Bruin Canvas

Yankee (Nylon)

'White with royal stripe, sizes 5"2 14
4204

Light grey with bloc

No

- '''--

Retail $22.99

. Retail 538.99

- 19

I

,
12009
/0

$
Sale

.zes 3 14 Nc: 2184

No 4006

Racquette (Leather)
White with light blue stripe. sizes 4 10 NO
74000.)-

,

4 Styles of Mens Shoes
White with red stripe.

sale. 9.9

$1

OFF

Retail $22.99

$
Salel

Sale

39

Retail $23.99

_

Retail $38.99

'

Retail 524.99

Sale

4 Styles of Ladies Shoes

31

White with red stripe, sizes 8 children
2 00th N0 1084

4"1118

19

$

I Corky Cortez (Canvas)

- White with red stripe, sizes 8 children - 5
youth No 1090
-

Retail $22.99

(\-111;
$

OFF

Retail $18.99

Retail $28.99
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Amy Burton,
undefeated in 10-under
freestyle, individual
medley, breaststroke,
and butterfly, placed
seventh overall with 154
points. She also set team
records for 50 meter
freestyle, breaststroke,
backstroke and butterfly.

tions to Mandi McClure
and Caleb Johnson, both
record holders in 6-under
events.
Five record-breaking
relay teams were
recognized:
Girls 8-under medley Vanessa Sanunons, Gaya
Trimble, Helen
Garastazu and Mandi
McClure.
Boys 8-under freestyle
- Peter Johnson, Sean
Haminauskas, Caleb
Johnson and Steven
Gresham.
Boys 10-under medley
- Brian Shell, Mark Simmon,s, Jonathan
Gresham, and Jason
Town.
Girls 12-under medley
- Kathy Williams,
Megan Cappock, Jennifer
Rayburn, and Cheryl Billington.
Girls 14-under freestyle
- Tammy Wagner,
Charla Walston, Kathy
Williams, and Mary Jo
Simmons.
Three relay teams
were given trophies for
the best records:
Tie for girls, both

AUTO
LAUNDRY
• )-

•

11 hits,
nd struck
absorbing
(ince launback June

Mein

Gaya Trimble set
records and was
undefeated in the under-8
freestyle and individual
medley events and she
placed fifth with 1802
total points. Following
Trimble was Mary Jo
Simmons with 166 points.

SCOREBOARD

$
Salel

39

8

\

"Everything for that SPORT in YOUR life"

Retail 5 34.99

27

99

Sale

.I•

stripe, sizes
-6-1
No.
2238
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Young Doctors:
Sitcom with dirty jokes

11:91V

lent forteater
In what Young Doctors
in Love evidently.
believes to be a funny
scene, a midget jumps up
and down trying to
replace the receiver on a
watt telephone. The joke,
you see. is on the midget
for being too small for
devices that were designed for normal-sized people. Funny stuff. huh?
Black humor should
have wit as well as
blackness. It should
shock our sensibilities,
curdle our good taste —
but it should also be
clever. Black humor

without the humor is
merely black.
Actually. Young
Doctors is not even very
black or outrageous.
There is, it is true, some
humor directed at stutterers, dead people,
alcoholics, and blind people, and it's rather pale
stuff.
It's not all bad. I laughed out loud when a Mafia
hit man threw himself out
of a hospital window by
tying a weight on one end
of a rope, the other end of
which was tied to his own
foot. I also enjoyed the

3 Numbers
game

ACROSS
1 Sesame
4 Lassoes
9 Work unit
12 Bother
13 Roman otti-

product

c,ai

7 Singer Fitz-

gerald
8 Prophets
9 Cote dweller
King Arthur s
19 Biblical weed 10 lance
21 Exist
11
Obtain
22 Kind of
16 Every '
cheese
18 Pinochle
25 Long deep
15 Choral cornposition
17 ingredient

Answer to Meaday's Puzzle
0 E

STOPS0

term
20 Ancient char-

cut

29 51 Rom
30 Hurry
32 Eat
33 Imitate
35 Royals and
Yankees
37 Extinct bird
38 Tidy .
40 Evaporates
42 Fish — fowl
43 Stage direc-

tot
22 WoOdwOrk-

erstool
23 Mature
24 Heavenly
bodies
26 Goat '
27 The face:
Colloq.
tdenssfo
torth
3
28
1 Lisn

A
1

2

3

-

11

8

,7

111
l_.

humor.

upper female
humor,
nudity, coarse
four-letter words.
Rated R:

Pilot injured
LYNCH,Ky. i API — A
pilot was seriously injured Monday when his
helicopter grazed some
electric power lines and
crashed into an eastern
Kentucky mountainside,
authorities said.
Arthur Adkinson, 35, of
Scottsdale, Pa., an
employee of U.S. Steel,
was spraying herbicides
on power lines to kill
.weeds, said Kentucky'
State Trooper Bill Riley.
The helicopter apparently brushed against
some of the lines about 6
p.m. and crashed into a
mountainside in the rural
coal-mining area, Riley
said.
Rescuers dispatched
when a ground crew
reported losing radio contact with Adkinson searched five hours before
finally locating the craft.
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50 Soak
51 Before
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53 Time period
55 Hostelry
56 Piece out
59 Silver symbol
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BUT HE'S THEY SAY OUR
RETIRE'! UMPIRES HAVE
HE ENJOYS TO BE REGISTERED
POING IT! ANP THEY HAVE
TO BE PPP_

Opening
queen

ALSO, OUR DRINKING
FOUNTAIN 15 THE
4./RON6
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DOES EVERYONE
HAVE A COPY?
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Blondie
REMEMBER EDNA IL,
1-40eiBLES 1-)lE ONE
WV-40 MARRIED Ti-IAT
MILLIONAIRE ? j
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Dealer
East
All
pass
Diamond

ANSWER:Two hearts. Do
not bid two no trump
because that will invite
game

FOR WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 4,1982
It's time to clarify career
What kind of day will tomorobjectives. A close tie has
row be? To find out what the
good news about financial
stars say, read the forecast
matters. A family member
given for your birth sign.
cries outfor tttention.
GEMINI
ARIES
(May 21 to June 20)
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19) grdA
A loved one spurs you on to
You get the go-ahead from
greater achievements. You're
an adviser about an investin the mood to take a course of
ment.Some tension is to be ex'study, yet you must be more
pected with friends around
serious about it.
nightfall.
CANCER
TAURUS
°61
6
20)
(Jim 21 to July 22)
(Apr. 20to May
You will turn a hobby into a
profit-making activity. Sit
down with close ties and
AND WHEN WE S‘IDE
discuss your joint monetary
INTO HOME,THE DUST
goals.
DISTURBS THE PEOPLE IN'
LEO
THE TRAILER PARK TWO
(July 23to Aug.22)
BLOCKS UP THE STREET...
A spur of the momentfamily
get-together should go Well,
but a partner or close ally may
act in ways that perplex you.
VIRGO
(Aug.23toSept. 22)
No use trying to escape a
work problem. Face issues
and find ways to succeed.
Unexpected news comes from
a family member.
LIBRA
(Sept.23to Oct.22)
Even though you may not
understand a loved one, you
must clarify in your own mind
what you are seeking in love.
Be objective.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov.21)
A shopping trip leads to
some unexpected purchases
that will pleoce you. The spending habits of a relative,
though, may concern you.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 22to Dec. 21) 'I
Follow through on that impulse to study something new.
Watch daydreaming around
lunch time. Resolve to improve your powers of concentration.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 191 V
A friend reveals a new side
of his personality. Attention
must be paid to budgets, savings and ways to improve your
income.
-AQUARIUS
Jan. 20 to Feb. 18.1
A friend turns you on to a
new business opportunity, yet
it may be out of your realm.
What is it that you truly want
At of life?
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar.201
Despite some exciting
business developments,
you're in a retiring mood to
day. Don't dwell on limitations. Have faith in pro
vidence. YOU BORN TODAY are
serious and creative. You can
succeed in business or the
arts, or in some combination
thereof. You work well in the
corporate structure and are
more disciplined than the
typical member of your sign.
Banking, real estate and large
enterprises may appeal to
you, though you'll also have
success in such creative
endeavors as criticism,
music, literature, sculpture
and interior design. Science,
teaching and medicine are
other possibilities for you. Bir-
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Send bridge questions to The Aces,
PO Dos 12363, Dallas, Texas 75225.
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Witchcraft Rumors Give
Company a Devil of a Time

composer. Percy Bysshe
'Shelley, poet; and Walter
Pater, literary critic.
p 1001 Knii foitures 00.10001110. las.

Fri.
to 1
Shrimp,
frog If
clams,
bar.
And a
BuffE

By Abigail Van Buren
1982 by Unryersai P,ess Syndicele

Sp

DEAR ABBY.
: I just received a mimeographed letter in
the mail telling me not to buy products made by Procter &
Gamble. It was signed. "A Good Christian." It said the
Procter & Gamble Co. supports a religious cult dedicated to
witchcraft and the devil. As proof they sent a picture of the
P&G.trademark insignia — a man's face in a half-moon
with 13 stars, a symbol of Satan.
The letter stated that the owner of Procter 8c Gamble
appeared on—The-Mery Griffin Show" and also on "Donahue," saying he owed his success to "Satan"!
Abby, can you find out if the Procter & Gamble Co. has
any connection with Satan and witchcraft, because if it
has, I am not buying any more of its products.
NEEDS TO KNOW IN OHIO
DEAR NEEDS: Letters such as the one you received have been circulated through the U.S. for the
last two years, and there is not a shred of truth in
the rumor that P&G is connected with Satan, witchcraft or the devil!
Furthermore, neither Mery Griffin nor Phil Donahue has had anyone from Procter & Gamble on
their shows, but this rumor has been so widespread
that both Griffin and Donahue have had to send out
form letters to deny this false accusation.
Some of the nation's most respected Christian religious leaders have issued public statements in an
effort to put an end to this vicious campaign. They
include the Rev. Jerry Falwell, the Rev. Jimmy
Draper, president of the Southern Baptist Convention, the Rev. Donald E. Wildmon, Methodist minister
and executive of the National Federation "for Decency, Bishop Emerson Colaw, United Methodist
Church. the Rev. William C. Black, bishop of the Episcopal Diocese of Southern Ohio.
All "good Christians" who have specific information about anyone distributing this propaganda
should write to: Proctor & Gamble, P.O. Box 599,
Department D.A.,Cincinnati, Ohio 45201. Please include your name, address and telephone-number.'
*•*

DEAR ABBY: This is in regard to "Finders," who sought
advice on how to obtain an honest appraisal for an -expensive-looking" piece of jewelry he said he had found, but
had no luck in locating the owner.
You suggested that he take it to a reputable jeweler. I am
a reputable jeweler, and when someone comes to me with a
piece of jewelry valued at more than $190 and tells.me he
"found" it and wants it appraised, the first question I ask
is. "Did you notify the police?"
If the answer is "yes," I check with the police to verify it.
If the answer is "no,- I advise him to do so immediately.
Often jewelry is passed off as "found" when in fact it has
been stolen.
SAMUEL S. FINCHLEY, E. ROCHESTER, N.Y.
DEAR MR. FINCHLEY: Thank you for raising an
excellent point that I had not considered. I also
heard from many lawyers advising me that in some
areas there are laws requiring the finder to turn
over the found item to the police department. After a
certain length of time, if it is not claimed and identified by its rightful owner, it becomes the property
of the finder.

DEAR ABBY: I met a very attractive young woman at a
wedding. Since we were both unattached and seemed to
have a lot in common, you might say Ike hit it off well.from
the moment we met. I invited her to dinner at the best
restaurant in town for the following night, and she accepted on the spot.
Well, she !pent the whole evening talking about her
boyfriend — what a great guy he is and how much she
missed him because he traveled for a living and was gone
for two and three weeks at a time.
Every time I started to talk about something 'else. she
would bring the conversation back to her boyfriend, quoting him and raving about his good points.
What I would like know is this, Abby, if this boyfriend of
hers is so terrific, why did she accept a dinner date with
me?
WONDERING
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North
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Beetle Bailey

.10 8 6 5

•84
•Q J 10 9 5
•K 3

PONT IA'
1406

riP%.

I HAVEN'T SEEN
YOU SINCE MY PARTY
YESTERDAY

8-3-B

PURDOMS,

4124:g

8-3

lead

Playing spades instead of
clubs offers a much better
shot Spades pay off not only
with the existing layout. but
also when the suit is divided
3-3

South holds

4.17 6

Vulnerable Both
South The bidding
South West North
1 NT
Pass 3 NT

WOLFF

Bid with The Aces

NORTH
6-3-A
•K 7 3
•K Q 5
•8 3
•Q 1098 5
WEST
EAST
•108 6 5
•A 9
•8 4
•7 6 3 2
• J 1095
•7 6 4 2
4K 3
•A 4 2
SOUTH
•Q J 42
•A J 109
•A K

0
0

Peanuts
I HAVE MORE BAD NEUJS
FOR YOU,CHARLIE BROWN..
OL MR.MARTIN CAN'T BE
OUR UMPIRE ANY MORE..,

Today's interesting no
trump game can be compared to a foot race Both
the defense and declarer
have a long suit that can be
established. However, since
the defenders get a huge
head start with the opening
lead. its best for declarer to
depend on a shorter suit If
you visit the Mid-Atlantic
Regional at Charlotte. N.C..
August 4-8, you'll see many
examples of similar careful
plays.
Declarer wins the first
diamond and he knows that
one defender has at least a
five card suit. Will it do
declarer any good to tackle
his longest suit?
If he leads a club, either
defender can win and knock
out declarers last diamond
stopper. Now when the clubs
are established, the, defenders get their setting tricks
(three diamonds, two clubs
and a spadel. Obviously. it's
not a good idea to enter a
race with such a poor start.
A better chance to success lies with the shorter
spade suit. If declarer can
win three spade tricks, he
will have nine winners without the clubs. .
At trick two, declarer
should lead to dummy's

ti-art king and lead a spade
queer Another heart
to
is led to dummy s queen and
21 second spade lead produces East s ace This fortunate
drop assures nine tricks and
declarer has his game

Your Individual Horoscope

Id

20

111

48 Jog

6

the sight gags are commonplace. One of the running gags shows fish,
pickles, and so on in IV
bottles. Mad Magazine

I3UU61UU

15

34 Lunch
36 Soap operas
39 Camper's
need
41 Withered
40 House parts
46 Spooky

5

4

12

lion

45 Avenues
47 Negative
49 Father
50 Renovate ,
54 Eagle's nest
57 Sea eagle
61 Beverage
62 Antlered animats
63 Compass pt.
DOWN
1 Sandy's cap
2 Wedding
words

prisingly good joband

against type — as a
strait-laced, highly competent intern.
But overall the movie is
not black enough, not inventive enough, not
clever enough. It's pale
stuff on the level of a TV
sitcom. 4Gary Marshall,
the producer of Happy
Days,is also the producer
of Young Doctors.) Even

CROSSWORD
PUZZLER

4 Fall back
5 Gi green
6 Baker

14 Sorrow

58 Ethical
60 Writing fluid

references to other
movies. The first E.T.
jok`e appears .in this
movie.) And the guy who
plays Lennie"on Laverne
and Shirley does a sur-

It i.s always too late we
little or both And that is
the road to disaster
Lloyd ileorge

BOBBY

-114,1nrhvrteln vvr1e9Pletters cc:Ape you don't know
what to say, send for Abby's complete, booklet on
letter-writing. Send $2 and a long, stamped (37
cents) self-addressed envelope to Abby, Letter Rooklet, P.O. Box 344923, Hollywood, Calif. 000314.
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Check Our
Classified
Section

Fri. 6 p.m.

;lye
a Time

Shrimp, scallops,
frog legs, fish,
clams, and salad
bar.
59"
And a Sunday
Buffet 11-3

!n
Special
Sale
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PUBLIC NOTICE
The Murray Planning Commission will hold a
public hearing on Tuesday, Aug. 17, 1982 at
7:00 p.m. in the Couna Chambers of City Hall.
The public hearing will be for the purpose of hearing a Planning Commission proposal to change

mission
Steve lea, City Planner

'thing else. she
3oyfriend, quot-

lis boyfriend of
nner date with

Notice
The City of Murray Paving Program will
begin on Wednesday. August 4, 1982. Listed
below are the streets to be paved, beginning
with number one I II ending with number fifteen 151.
I. Payne
N. 12th to N. 13th
2. N.10th
Arcadia to Chestnut
3. Olive
N. 8th to N. 10th
4. Walnut
4th to N.6th
5. Maple
S. 6th to S. 7th
6.S. 3rd
Maple to Elm
7. Spruce
Industrial Rd. to
Railroad
8. South 5th
S. 12th to Whitnell Ave.
9. Johnson Blvd.
10. Perrin Dr.
Keenland to Holiday
11, West
Doran Road to
Sycamore
Lynwood Ct.
12. Poplar
Broach to Vaughn
13. Hamilton Ave
N. 16th to N. 17th
14. N. 17th

WONDERING
hungry.

nu don't know
te. booklet on
stamped 137
, Letter Book90038.

iT

17. Vacuum Cleaners
Vacuum Cleaners
Authorized Electrolux
Sales and Service. Call
753 3639

19. Farm Equipment
8 5 Massey Ferguson
riding mower. Call 751
8085

1979 Model white Gibson
SG with case $600 also
Peavy Amp with
Memory Man foot pedal
and cords $400 or $850
Call
for everything
762 4056
CAR STEREO Pioneer,
Kenwood, Marantz,
Mitsubishi, Sanyo. Pro
fessional installation,
Sunset Boulevard Music
Dixieland Center
Chestnut St. 753-0113.

HESTER, N.Y.

Ling about her
how much she
t and was gone

A Story Clark piano,
Broyhill dining table
and 6 chairs, Smith
Corona typewriter,
chair hair, dryer. club
chair, Westinghouse t.v.
759 9585.
Broyhill traditional sofa
in earth tone colors.
Excellent condition like
new 5185. Please call
after 6p.m. 759 1831,
GE Refrigerator 21cu.
ft frost free ice maker,
harvest gold. Whirpool
dryer harvest gold. Call
436 2593 or 762 2747
color
Magnavox 25in
f.v. cabinet model. Ex
cellent condition new
picture tube. 753 8382.
Queen size hide a bed,
with matching chair.
Early American style
oft white vinyl. Phone
753 7989 after 5p.m.

22. Musical

The properties to be affected are on the north
side of Main Street between 7th 8 8th Streets. A
legal description of this area and/or plat may be
reviewed at the City Planning Office prior to the
hearing.

•

INFLATION
PRICES
On
Pioneer, Sony,
Sanyo, Majestic,
Marauti car stereos.
World of Sound
753-5865

Calimazoo electric
'guitar with harmyner
Call
amplifier,. $150
753 8555

23. Exterminating

1301 Peggy Ann 3 bed
room house for rent
Call 435 4278
For rent like new 2
bedroom home
Gar
age, central air, fenced
Nice solid oak gun
yard
$300 a mon',
cabinet See at Uncle
Call 502 695 1871
Jeff's Sporting Goods
Two bedroom A fr •
Portable Smith Corona With
wood stove
Electra 200. antique
Panorama Shores
cherry wardrobe, studio
posit required. 1- i
easel, glass oil lamps,
ferences
$700
mirrors. Call 436 2737
month Option poss r
Sawdust
Will deliver. Now available. 436 275.
Shoemaker Lumber Co.
Two bedroom on
Hwy 72 North McKenzie,
furnished house near
Tenn 901 352 5777. after
campus 753 0076.
5p m. 901 352 3632
Seasoned Firewood 518 Two brick houses
town
1 house
rick, 523 deliver
country. Available now
Calloway 436 5806
Option buy 753 3942
Seasoned saw mill
slabs. Pickup truck load
$6 50, large truck 520 for
Ft
retail
loose slabs. Located A WOO Sq
near New Concord Call store available for sub
lease in the Bel Air
753 7531.
Shopping Center. Con
Victoria 200 tomato
tact Iry Tick Realty.
juicer $75.99, grape
Paducah, Ky. 414 7755
spiral 56.99, berry

49 Used Cars

16. Homesfor Sale

6400 so ft. of Hoer
space in this nearly
steel mud concrete cow
imerciol building Located
in a prime ores of Mor
ray Less than ten yeses
old, ideal for large
business or rent hod ond
use half

. acre, brick
Over
home on 2 101S
Maplewood Dr
I •
miles east ow 94 3 9000
sized oedrooms with
oath. central heat and
airconditioning
Range.
refrigeator, d s
hwasher, city water,
attached garage. land
sc aped, good garner)
TV
and CB
space
tower, enclosed patio
Much more must be
Seen to appreciate

53. Services Offered

Poe Sale Or Trade 1980
Malibu Classic
V 6
engine. 48000 miles
AM FM, cruise. control
$415 Phone 753 3134
Like new MS Dodge
Diplomat Loaded, eel
our interior, new tires
759 1775
and wheels
753 7701
Surplus Jeeps Cars
Boats
Many sell for
under SSO
For in
formation call 312 931
1961 Ent 1774

- SO. Used Trucks

IN

j

Realtors
Village Hwy 641 N.
Murray, Ky.

2 bedroom shell
home in Anderson
Shores. reasonable
price with small
down payment,
owner will finance.
Call 159-1405 for
more information.
•

1978 Ford Van 150
Clean, low mileage
57450 753 4953 or 759
4005

Chimney Sweeping
Service
Do it now
before you need your
chimney Later we will
have a working list Call
435 4348 or 762 4792
Coal lump or egg call Of
write Edward 'pock RI
I Dawson Springs 47468
phone 797 8318

FLOOR SANDING
AND FINISHING
20 years experience
Stained
floors
our
Speciality.
BODEAU
FLOOR CO.
354-6127

74 INTERNATIONAL 4 x 4

Concrete. block, brick,
oasements, foun
cations, drive wayS.
sidewalks, patios. and
chimneys. Free es
',mates. Call 753 5476
•FREE ESTIMATES On
753-1222
model or up. All Electrical, Plumb
,np, Painting, and Well
or 474
474 8041
Two bedroom house
Pump Needs Licensed
2344
Cherry Corner 700sq ft
Call 753 0092 Or 753 9673
27 acres 58000 Well; no
If unique is what
Fence
sales at Sears
pump 474 8834
_., Bus 1971 moae
you see, you
now Call Sears 753 2310
Two bedroom brick 48 passenger
Good for
should look at this
free estimate for
house with full base condition 382 1450
in needs
lovely 3 bedroom,
ment gas heat, just
screen 58 99
Wallen
home
in one
remodeled, new drapes.
2 bath
Hdw. Paris, Tenn
carpet, great
AKC Lhasa Apso pups
of the most conve197-3 Shasta camper
uminum and'my
neighborhood 803 Vine 12ft
Cocker pups black and
nient and
$1700 or best offer
siding and Aluminum
27.
759 4845
tan, buff, and
must
sell
759
9673
desirable areas in
Trim for all houses. It
12 x 65 Two bedroom, 2 Weimaraner. (9011 648
Concorde travel trailer
Murray. It has all
stops painting.
full baths, outside stor 5225.
21ft Sleeps 5. aircon
the extras in1973 Honda XL 250 good ()Owning, fully self
age, underpinned, nice. Pit Bulldog puppies for
Jack Glover
cluding a fireplace
condition
Street legal, contained 53000 Dover,
E 12 Fox Meadows. sale. Dover. Tn 232 5045
153 1873
after 6p.m
$300 or best offer Call Tn. 232 5045 after 6P in
753 5350.
and central gas
753 6744 after 6p.m.
GENERAL oOME
heat. Priced in the
1976 Honda 550 Four,
REPAIR. 15 years ex
mid $70's. KOP1974 12 x 40 Guerdon
windshield, 16 Foot
Perience. Carpentry,
Pete
Sidewinder Ski
PERUD REAI.TY
semi furnished $3200 Watermelons Mrs
crashbar,sissybar. 2
Valentine 642 4439
Boat, 145 Hp Mercury concrete, plumbing,
Phone 6p6 672 3479.
-753-1222.
helmets, excellent con motor, Call 753 5041
NO
roofing, sliding
1976 216edioorn, 2 bath,
dition 5960. Call
JOB TO SMALL. Free
18
Foot
sailer,
day
759 (1825.
on
acre lot with
estimates. Days 474
Chrysler Buccaneer has
outside storage. Central
2359, nights 474 2276
1976 Kawasaki KZ 400 spinnaker
and all
FOR 5- A.LE OR
heat and air with wood
runs extremely well, equipment.
Guttering by Sears.
Call
TRADE.
2
bedroom
stove. 753 2534, 753 0226
lots of extras. Take best 753 8838
Sears continuous gut
home in town for a 3
offer 762 6154.
ters installed for .your
1976 Sea Breeze, Brown
bedroom in town or
and white, 12 x 65, with 9
Call
specifications
country. Let us show 1979 'v'Z 100 'Yamaha,
Thurs., Aug. 5
x 11 pullout in living
Sears 753 2310 for free
excellent
ttandition.
you this adorable star2
p.m.-8
p.m.
room,
estimate,
bedroom cen
ter home or retirement 5500. Call 753-8555.
tral heat. 2 window air
Fri., Aug. 6
Interior Exterior Pain
home. This home is in a Wrecked '900CC Honda
conditioners, 2 month
Roofing
All
Types,
15
ring. 55 per hour. 10
7 a.m.-12 noon
quiet neighborhood, on 80 model. Needs about
old whirlpool refrigera
,'ears
experience. 416
years
$700
repair
experience,
work.
2500
all
lot
and
has
a
large
extra
On 111 North to Roy
tor with ice maker, 1
actual miles, motors
outside storage. With
work guaranteed. Don
Groham Rood, I just before
year old GE washer and
out trade Owner will , perfect $1000_ Dover.
John Serial Center I Turn
Wilkerson, 489-2580
dryer, new carpet
iinance. Priced in the Tn 232 5045 after 6P.m
right on 11 G. Rood_ Sole it
throughout, completely
or 345-7602.
Spann
Realty
20's.
Call
Sth house on right. Soon
furnished with house
Associates, 753 7724.
sered by Nospitol Auxilory.
type furniture. 511,500.
ROOF
Import Auto Salvage
or lot could be bought.
'
PROBLEMS?
New and used -auto 30 ,ears experience
Call for more informa
House, barn, and gar
lion 492 8284.
43.
Nice 1
acre lot on parts. Open 8 5
Need a second opi•
Automotive age building. Repair
Two bedroom trailer 'A REAL MONEY blacktop, 2 bedroom all Mon. Sat
nion?
and additions home,
Build-up
or
central heat and air, MAKER. Each side electric trailer. Utilities transmissions $65. ex trailers. 436 2253.
ret
e rans
Residential.
Lo
in for another deep well. change, radiators $20.
furnished Call 753 4833.
has two bedrooms. 1
exchange, starters and AIR CONDITIONERS
Sell all or part 753-4091.
Call
II ucgahl
bath. eat in kitchen.
alternators $20, ex and appliances ser
Outland, 759-1718 or
Here's a chance to have
change. Deposit re viced. 'Freezers,
753-8076.
A 2 or 3 bedroom new a home with income and
claire(' without an exi washers, dryers, and
pefrigerators. A
furniture and carpet, build equity for the 23 '2 Acres with small change. Call 474 2325.
acres
lake,
8
tillable
Phone for de
air conditioned. $85 to future
brands, 759-1322
Duane's Place Used
$150 per month. Shady tails and -appointment. balance in markable Volkswagon
parts, tune
753 1492, Century 21, timber. 3 miles from
Oaks 753 5209.
Kirksey on blacktop. up, break jobs, rebuilt
Loretta Jobs Realtors.
STUMP -REMO
Wens Struts Co
Nice 2 bedroom trailer
Must sell. Sacrifice. motors. 435 4272,
A
Do you need
for rent near Murray.
aliens aid risyl
A sound investment that Call 753 6173 or 759 9915
stumps removed from
No pets. 489 2611,
tosIse trim wort.
will pay for itself
after 7.30p m.
your yard or land
One bedroom 2 'I miles Modern brick duplex
4
1947 Chrysler, 1969
tolertwes. Call 11111 Li
cleared of stumps? We
from MSU 5100 per bedrooms, bath,
Buick, nice Offer 436
can remove stumps up
hilty.15.1-1619.
month. Unfurnished or modern kitchen with
to 24 inches below the
semi•furnished. 606 672 appliances, central gas WORTH A SECOND
ground, leaving only
LOOK If you have no'
3479.
heat and central air.
APPLIANCE sawdust and chips. Call
seen a home yet that's
Trailers for rent' see Good location. Priced in worth your time
Kenmore, for free estimates Bob
SERVICE
ana
Brandon Dill at Dill's the 550's. KOPPERUD money then it is time
Westinghouse, Kemp 435 4343 or Bob
753
1222
REALTY
Trailer Court.
Whirlpool. 20 years Kemp Jr 435 4319,
you saw this 4 bedroom
experience. Parts and
Two bedroom furnished
2 bath home, a family
Lake Refrigeration Air
service_
Bobby Hopper conditioners.
mobile home for rent
room
the
kids can live
small ap
Purdom 8 Thurman
Bob's Appliance Ser
Call 435 4278
in A living room you
phances repaired. 474
Insurance &
vice 202 S. 5th St
will really live in. We're.
8841
4 8 7 2 ,
Real [state
sure you will like what
1977 T -Bird, 7 5 3
Licensed electrician for
753 8886 home;.
you see. For a grand
Southside Court Sq.
residential and corn
with
red
white
tour call 753 1492, Con
repair work mercial. Heating and
Appliance
Murray, Kentucky
tury 21, Loretta Jobs
trim, mint condi- all brands. Specialize in aircondition, gas in
753-4451
Realtors. Owner says
Tappen. Call 753 5341 or stallation and repair
Mini
tion,
low mileage. 3546956
he. will -not- refuse any
Earl Lovett. •
Phirline753-7703 Warehouse
BEST BUY ON THE reasonable offer
753-7113.
MITCHELL
Storage Space
A
Almo Heights 3 bed
Now is the time of the room 2 bath brick
Will clean carpets, BLACKTOPPING
For Rent
home.
Commercial. Indust
year to take off, in your
windows, also clean
753-4758
Large kitchen, dining 1967 Mustang 289 en
rial, Residential. also
boat docked behind your room, family room with
and wax hard wood
gine,
AM
FM
cassette
Patching and Seal
enjoy
the
to
house or
fireplace 753 8633.
Call 753 2862
player
Coating. Phone 753-1537
Satisfaction
floors.
peace and beauty of
Kentucky Lake. We Assumable loan 4 bed- after 6p.m.
guaranteed.
homes room 1 1 2 bath, TVA 1972 Buick Electra 225
2
lovely
have
Furnished apartments,
with owner financing insulated, new roof. Power steering power
efficiency, 1 or 2 bed
Airconditioning
well landscaped lot, low brakes, cruise, air
room. Also sleeping priced in 550's Let us utilities. 753 0977, 753
Asphalt brixeways and
759-9481 before '6pm .
you how you can
show
and elecrepair
rooms. Zimmerman
parking lots sealed by
ask for Wally
have that lake home 9274
Apts. S. 16th 753 6.609
trical service.
For free es
Sears
you've always wanted Beautiful home in Lynn 1973 Caprice runs $150
Nice small Apartment
and now yOu can afford. Grove 3 bedroom, living Call between 60 m and timates call 753 2310
436-2271
for rent. 300 Woodlawn
Call Spann Realty As- room, dining room and 9p x. 753 7710
Build and Repair
Call 753 6044.
kitchen combination.
soc. 753 7724.
Free
1974 Dasher station tobacco barns
One and 2 bedroom
Garage also carport.
Need work on your
wagon Clean, excellent estimate Call 435 4347
apartments near down
Central heat and air,
motor, relatively low CARPET CLEANING. trees? Topping, prun
town Murray. 753 4109.
wood burning stove, 2 mileage, list Free Estimates
ing. shaping. complete
762 6650 or 436 1844.
extra lots with new
Call
$2825 $1750, 753 4953 or Satisfied references, removal and more.
Im
garage in back
DOVER'S TREE
Three room apartment
Quick
Vibra
Steam
or
759 4005.
possession.
759
mediate
SERVICE for Pro
furnished 1 or 2 adults
1974 Gremlin straight Dry Cleaning
4702 •
fessional tree care.
$80 a month plus de
Office Coast to Coast
shift Asking $550. Call (Upholstery Cleaning° 753 8536.
DOSit. 1 mile out city
. Lakefront 2 story home
Carpet
Cleaning
Lee's
753 5562
Meyers from Everywhere
Beautiful view of Pine
limits. 753 5405.
753 5827
Roy's Carpenter shop
INlielne Service Simi 1900
1975
El
Camino
pickup
front
Bluff
from glass
custOrm wood working
Two bedroom Town
10.7 Coldwater hod
great room. 2 baths. needs a little body work Campbell's Tree Ser
cabinet tops kitchen
Houses available a'
Topping, trim
vice
Murray, Kentucky 41071
many extwas, furnished. Good condition. $1250
cabinets remodeling
Hamlet North Apart
removing
Full
ming,
after
40
.
.
753
0541
15011753-0116
Owner
ft.
2000 sq
additions insurance
ments, carpeted. cen
Call 1 Sr
insurance
Amtime
financing available
repairs. 753-5883
tral air and heat range
'
918
401 L. KENNON
Call 436 2237.
disposal,dishwasher.
Will do yard work and
Broker
refrigerator, washer
Newly weds take a look
hedge trimming, cut
11<erised
and dryer hookup
at this one bedroom
and remove dead
Call
Lease required
home on nice lot Home
hedge. Call 7530712 or
753 7550 or 753 7559.
is in good condition
753 3534
Easy living can be
$16,000
Priced
at
only
One bedroom furnished yours in this energy
Will sharpen hand saws,
1977 Pacer 6
REALTY
53 22
1 or 2 adults $85 a efficient 3 bedroom KOPPERUD
circular saws, and
cylinder Delux.
1 brick in excellent loca
month plus depesit
chain saws 753 4656 mile out city limits. tion. Striking large Owner leaving state
Loaded, low
753 5405
kitchen, separate dining must sell this week
miloge, mint conTwo young ladies want room, great room. Make an otter on tths
Wheat straw and hay
to share a nice house electronic air filter. nice 4 bedroom home
dition. 26 MPG,
for sale After 6p m call
with another woman automatic garage door Lots of great features
753 8480
753-7113.
Near MSU and down opener, are lust a few Of 413 S 8th e53 7.330
town '
bath private the extras that make Small house and nice lot
entrance
Available this home worth seeing
near lake Needs work
KOPPERUD but
August 1 Call Rebekah 560'S
sssnr or
1975 Pontiac Astre 4
after Sp m 753 6577
REALTY, 753 1222
best oo
automatic.
cylinder
air, good condition
1977 Chevrolet
$1095
Luv pickup 4 speed,
dean, good condition
57595 Call 489 7595
1978 Dove gray Cougar
XR 7, Low mileage.
exceiteris--eonektivon
2687
1982 Mazda 626 luxury 1
owner bought new in
Murray
753 1331 or
atter Sp m 753 1207

,11164:i114

36. For Rent or Lease

38. Pets-Supplies

For Sale or
Trade for 2
wheel drive

pickup'73

51. Campers

Mobile Home Sales

47. Motorcycles

40. Produce

52. Boats Motors

41. Public Sale

Garage
Sale

53. Services Offered

3-

48. Auto Services

44. Lots for Sale

Real Estate

28. Mobile Home Rentals

45. Farmsfor Sale

49 Used Cars

46. Homesfor Sale

FOR
SALE

30. Business Rentals

31. Apts. For Rent

753-3317

Strout,
Realty

For
Sale

ROBINSON

pAY

753-3716
753-5292

55. Feed and Seed

2

Kelley's Termite
8 Pest Control

Hamilton Ave. tp
College Terrace
15. N. 16th
Ryan to Chestnut
If you are a resident on any of the streets
Plisse 753-3114
to be paved, please call 753-1221 or 753-5127
for an approximate paving date. No vehicles
-will be permitted to be parked on the street
, 1966 J1$ Dodge motor,
during the actual paving.
318 Dodge transmission,
Robert Witter
1973 Chevy 400 trans
Supervisor
mission. 2 12in
Ford
tractor plows 753 8649

COPY AVAILABLE

34. Houses for Rent

3E"X In 3M

43 Real Estate

1

16. Home Furnishings

certain properties' zoning from R-2 and R.4 to

All interested parties are invited to attend and
participate at this hearing.
Greg McKee!, Chairman Murray Planning Com-

ng woman at a
and seemed to
it off well.from
tier at the best
it, and she ac-

Releigh 10 speed Grand
Prix $150 753 8474
Repo Magnavox stereo
AM FM cassette turn
table, 2 speakers Ask
ing 5500 or best offer.
753 9573

P.O.

lice to verify it.
o immediately.
rn in fact it has

or raising an
dered. I also
that in some
inder to turn
.ment. After a
ned and identhe property

15. Articles for Sale

n. Cd Complete Glass
Co has a complete line
of glass, plexiglass, and
mirrors_ We install auto
glass and replace side
mirrors, for cars and
trucks
We . install
aluminum store fronts,
plate glass. and in
sulated glass. We fix
storm windows, storm
doors, and screens. We
cut glass table tops,
mirrors, and window
glass.. We also repair
and replace patio door
glass. M & G Glass Co.
816 Coldwater Rd. 753
0180 or 753 2798.

Have 5 minutes' Coll
759-4444 for on inspirational message to

Kentucky

Three room furnished
apartment, water fur
rushed 5130 per month
rent $100
depot •
Modest electric !,
Call 753 9829 after Sp it

Want to buy any type
airconditioner that
needs repair Call Dill's
Electric 753 9104.
Want -to buy a small
Atari with a pac man
cassette. Call 753 8200

6:00 p.m.
Home Can Goods,
Jtcndmode items and
t's enr's lor sole
Food Available •

assorted

Garden Center
502 N 4th Street

Air compressor.
ingersol Rand, 5 HP,
good condition
Call
759 1809
For sale AA Kirby and
E lec tro I ux vacuum
cleaners, with at
tachments
Good as
new Call Paris 9011 642
7473
For sale flat bed trailer
9ft s 10in . 5ft
10in
wide
Firm 5400
753
0219

14. Want to Buy

Saturday,

Looking for a storage
box or hope chest,
greeting cards. bir
dhouses, etc.? See
Gerald Waldrop at
Bank of Murray Fri.
and Sat

SUMMER
CLEARANCE

Hale Lock Shop for
sale Good business due
to health forced to sea
Will train people now in
..ock Smith business
:_cintact Hale Lock
Shop. 7 5 3 5980 900
Coldwater Rd,

Man seeking a iob
driving tractor, trailer
experienced 759 9587
Will do lawn work, Call
anytime, 436 2226.
Will sit with elderly.
Have references. Call
s3 9444.

PUBLIC INVITED

Smith & Wesson 44
Col. revolver, 8 inch

32. Apts. For Rent

9. Situation Wanted

Nand oils and tinting nre done in.
our studio
CARTER STUDIO

Seafood Buffet
to 10p.m.

2. Notice

For interview call Ben
Pollozh at 247 6867 or
send resume to PO Box
648 Mayfield, K y 42066
Counter help wanted
some auto experience
required Come by Auto
hack,between 2p m
,nd dp m
No phone
calls please
Wanted
Mature, re
sponsible adult to keep 5
month old baby, in our
home
Must have re
-ferences Write PO Box
10400 Murray, Ky.
42071
Want two persons, men
or women, prefer over
40 Base Salary $180 a
week plus bonus. Must
have automobile. Call
753 2654

Economically
Priced Autos

M
24. Miscellaneous

15 cent Book Sale.
Harlequin,
Cortland, Regency
and others. July
29-31. Cash only 6. Help Wanted
no trade. The Career Opportunity No
strikes no lay offs Ex
Book Rack 808
ellen, benefits and
(Awl training program
Chestnut.

NOTICE
ieare
Fs( vow c
lacer front oar Sales Dept
sill be it oor shoviroom
from 6 30 PM to 8.00 PM
ois Mondays, Teesday
Thursdays and Fridays.

• mr.etnahoom4111161411116

2.Miscellaneous

FOR SALE
BY OWNER

Yes, we at the World of Sound, brag,
because our Tapes, LP's and Blank Tapes
are cheaper, than the big discount stores.
753-5865

014
.
r •4

House with 1 or 8 acres of land in
the Northwest part of county. 2 or
3 bedroom, • 2 baths, recreation
room. Owner will consider partial
financing. Call 753-6447.
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Budget director to testify today

M.F. Wagar, Sr.
dies; funeral
on Wednesday
Murl Frank Wagar,Sr..
72, Rt. 3, died Monday at
2:20 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital. He was a
pipefitter.
Born Nov. 30, 1909. in
Missouri, he was the son
of the late Frank Wager
and Clara Nall Wagar. He
was a member of Immanuel Baptist Church.
Paducah.
He is survived by his
wife. Mrs Dorothy Nell
Moore Wagar, to whom
he was married on May
12. 1979: stepmother,
Mrs. Nina Wagar. El
Paso, Texas: two sons,
Murl Frank Wagar, Jr.,
Paducah. and Jack
Wagar, Murray.
Also surviving are four
stepdaughters, Mrs: Glen
) Dottie ) McCuiston, Mrs.
Earl t Audrey ) CaStile
and Mrs. Glenna
Wadkins: all of Murray,
and Mrs. Paul ) Marietta )
Hoggard, Arizona: a
stepson. Ronald Farris.
Murray_
..
Four grandchildren,
seven stepgrandchildren
and five greatgrandchildren also survive. One granddaughter,
Cindy Wagar Hal,
preceded hini in death.
The funeral will be
Wednesday at 1 p.m. in
the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home.
Dr. Bill Whittaker and
the Rev. Manuel Tharp
will officiate. Mrs. Allene
Knight will be pianist.
The place of burial will
be announced later.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 4 p.m.
today ) Tuesday ).

ROCKFISH - E-2 Marvin Gaskill, F,ort Campbell, reeled in a 32,
1 pound
rockfish Monday in the Blood River area of Kentucky Lake. The fish was 39 inches long and had a girth of 2412 inches. Gaskill had an eight-pound test hne.

Tax-bank withholding
proposal being studied
WASHINGTON API --A proposal in Congress
that would require banks
to withhold income taxes
on interest earned in savings accounts v‘19uld cost
consumers billions of
dollars, opponents of the
plan say.
"Consumers are going
to get hurt ) by the prop os a I )." said Mal
Nestlerode, executive
vice president of the National • Association of
Federal Credit Unions.
"Consumers are getting
the short end of the
stick.•'
Nestlerode and other
industry spokesmen
argue that the
withholding plan - part
of the tax package being
considered by a SenateHouse negotiating committee - would mean
less money in savers' accounts on which to build
interest.
But administration officials argue the proposal
will increase revenue,
without actually raising
taxes.
Under the plan; all but
small financial institutions would be required to
withhold 10 percent of the
interest most investors
have accrued, starting
Jan. 1. Corporations
would have to withhold
the same amount on

Cook injured
WICHITA. Kan. I AP )
- A man on a 3.500-mile
walk to raise money for
the Juvenile Diabetes
Foundation was listed in
fair condition today after
being struck by a hit-andrun driver.
Clint Cook, 32. of Cedar
lake. Ind., underwent
surgery Monday night at
St. Joseph Hospital for a
fractured pelvis and a
broken ankle.
He was struck as he
walked along Kansas
Route 96 near Fredonia
early Sunday morning. a
Kansas Highway Patrol
spokesman said. Another
hiker, James Witke. 34: of
Hammond. Ind., was not
injured.
The two left Indiana in
early July to try to raise
$50.000 on the walk. They
said in an interview with
the Independence Sunday
Reporter that they were
five days behind schedule
but still expected to arrive in San Francisco by
Nov. 1. the date they set
as their goal.

Stock market
Inthystr41 Average
kir Products
American Motor
,
Ashland
Amens an Telephone
Chrysler
Dupont
Ford
GA
General Dynamo,
General Motors
General Tire
Goodrich
Goodyear
Golf 041
Fieubkein
IBM
.34-Penne,
Jen..
K-Marl
Pennals
Quaker Oats
Texaco
US Tobay.y.i,
Wendy s
Wetterdu

s
04

sni

a

67
3904 i44•28-

42 any
unr
44'. ;14
171 4
121•4111 12144

CF F Yield
1380
Slack Market furnished by First of
Michigan

dividends.
Although details have
not been ironed out, the
proposal wOuld exempt
low-income and elderly
investors. and . no
withholding would be required on interest earnings under $100 a year.
Robert McCormick, an
Oklahoma bank president
who is head of the Independent Bankers
Association of America,
said. -We agree they
ought to collect the taxes
but there's got to be a better way than to withhold
on every human being in
the country."
An analysis done by
New York's Citibank
said, "The withheld interest would not , be
available, as it now is, for
compounding in future
quarters."
The loss to savers
would run roughly $1.5
billion to $2 billion, according to Citibank
estimates. The American
Bankers Association
released the Citibank
report.

WASHING I
Al',
Budget Director David
Stockman IS trying to persuade congress to have
faith in' the president's
optimistic economic
forecast, which even
some administration officials are doubting.
Stockman was to testify
today before the Senate
Budget Committee where
Democrats are certain to
express disbelief about
President Reagan's
upbeat, review and
Republicans are likely to
do so.
The economic report,
made public on Friday,
forecasts a "significant
economic recovery" in
the second half of the

KEEP THAT GREA1 GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS
vor
Nina

)car. and 4 1913 budget econolm is in a ..twilight
deficit of $115 billion.
zone," and while a
Other analysts, in- recovery is possible, it is
cluding the non-partisan not certain.
Congressional Budget OfThis aide also said the
fice,say a recovery of the adininistration's
strength Reagan is predicted deficit is propredicting is far from bably) too low.
certain. CB0 also says
-I think it's low. I think
red ink will probably be it's probably going to be
much higher than the ad- considerably
ministration is predic- higher...) But ) I don't see
ting, between $141 billion it getting worse than
and $151 billion for the what CHO is projecting."
fiscal year beginning Oct. he said.
When the report was
Even administration released, some of the adofficials have expressed ministration's senior
reservations about the economic policy-makers
predictions their presi- established their distance
dent issued.
from it, both physically
One told reporters late and verbally.
last week that the
Treasury Secretary

Donald T. Began,for uric'.
did not attend the news
conference where the
report was released. "I
may be dumb, but I'm not
stupid. I had to take care
of my own priorities," he
said as he went to another
meeting.
Democrats on the
Budget Committee are
unlikely to be persuaded
by Stockman's
arguments.
Sen. Ernest Hollings.
D-S.C., said shortly after
the report was issued that
it was "political
nonsense." Reagan, he
declar.ed. loses
"credibility" by issuing
economic forecasts that
are overly optimistic.

THESE MARKET REPORTS ARE SPONSORED BY

HEINOLD COMMODITIES, INC.
AUNT KELLEY -MAYFIELD KY.-247.06730, 1-W0492-348S

Livestock market

1980 Dodge Omni Premium
4 dr,, Be,,ge Auto 4 ;70
Brakes, AM FM
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DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
753-2617
641 S.
Murray
AC
ZP
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LOUISVILLE. it, AP
USDA
Estimated receipts cattle and ealvaa
IWO slaughter steers and heifers poorly tested. cows and bulb steady
slaughter calves and yealers poorly
tested, feeders opening firm to 1 00
higher
Slaughter cows commercial 3-5 42 CO45 50. utility 1.3 36 75-44 W. few high
dressing individuals 4430.45 50. cutter
1.2 36 5.39 50. few weighty dairy breds
up to 4050, canner and cutter under 800
lbs
50-30 50. slaughter bulls grade 1
1279-1600 lbs 53 00.53 50. grade 1.2 1210
17e0 lbs 47 75-51 75, grade 2 900.1270 lbs
44 00-45 00. few choice 165-275 lb vealers
55 0041 00. s hoice 360 lb calves 53 OD
Feeder steers medium frame 1 306
500 lbs 65 00-0730. 300.600 lbs 64 0047 00
including 64 head string 595 lbs 6636.
604715 lbs 62 30-66 20, small and
medium frame 1.2 300-500 lbs 60 04
64 5: 500700 lbs 59 0044 110. medium

Ar2
=
IF

frame 2 300400 lb,
c-hl, 44 54170.
14s 55 0040 OD Large trame 2 including
Holsteins 303-500 lbs 53 50-56 60. 500-700
lbs 51 15-54 00, 7041000 114 51 00.3336,
heifers medium frame 1 303-403 lbs
54 00-56 00. 405500 lbs 54 01559 50. 500710 lbs 33 75-60 20 including 48 head 589
lbs 6036, small and medium frame 1.2
300-5.50 lbs 50 00-54 00. mediwn frame 2
304600 lbs 43 00-52 00 slot, cows small
and medium frame I 760.407 lbs
06
19 25
Hogs IGO 4•11111.9 and gilts
steed) to
firm instances 5 higher. 1.2 211555 lbs
62 50-63 00. 2 204265 lbs 62 00-62 50, 2-3
205-275 II. 61 10.6200 3 few 315-330 lbs
60 0041 00, sows 50 To 1 50 higher. IT
3110-150 lbs 51 00-3200. 350-400 lbs 52 00
53 OD. 400-150 I lus 53 0054 00 450400 Itss
SI 130.S.5 00, 500-520 lbs 5.5 0455 75
medium '350440 lbs 49 00-50 75 boars
over 300 lbs 45 00-46 00
Sheep untested early

Hog
market
0'ederal-S[41e Martel News See, or Au4.1
3.1912
Kentucky Purchase Arra Hog Markel
Report Includes( Buy ins Stations
Receipts Act 358 Est 400 Barran,4/ 010I10 ,
steady - 5Lower Sows 50.1 honer
US 1.2 214240 Iln
42 0561 5C,
US 2 20421010es
to: 0000000t'
US 2 21423010s
$0.1 o,.o g
US 23515770 lbs
49514. U.
Sows
US 1.2 270.350 lbs
$4.
tis 1.3 300-550 lbs
411 /LLNI
US('343440 Its
650 00-52 00
US 1.3500436 Itei
157 0455 00
US 2.3 3-513n lbs
$47 59-1/ 30
Boars 60.4050

GET THE HEINOLD PERSPECTIVE
153 1'.1

KLOAD

Rain, wind
favorable to
firefighters
FORT NELSON,
British Columbia AP)A 400,000-acre forest fire
burning for more than a
week in northeastern
British Columbia was
bogged down by light rain
and favorable wind conditions, but officials
weren't hopeful it would
be put out soon.
"It's not moving, nor
has it gained anything for
about 30 hours," Vern
Barge of the Canadian
Forest Service said Monday night. "There's not
much that one can do at
this point. We've got 64
people fighting the fire,
but we'll be fighting it
more than likely until
winter."

INTRODUCING'THE COPIER THE
COMPETMON CAN'T DUPUCATE.

ONLY

$39800

20 C/F CHEST MODEL

ISI)4611.
not Minolta. not Canon. not
even Xerox-can top the
new,small Thshiba BD-151.1
plain paper copier when it
comes to more features at
less cost.
Our extraordinary
ACE Automatic Controlled
Exposure feature instantly
evaluates your original and
automatically adjusts contra4 for picture-perfect copies every time And the
BD-4.511 is the only copier
in its price range with ACE
Our exclusive animated VIP Visual Image
Projection system feature
shows yeu at a glance
what's happening inside
the machine And onh the BD-4511
•
has VIP
And of the other four competitors
listed in the grid. the BD-4511's reduction feature can be matched by only

TOSHIBA
BD-4511

CE,

SHARP
SF.770

NO

MINOLTA
EP-320

it

4 YES YES

NO

NO

IS

No

NO

NO

10

7

MO

PIO

NO

21

75

65

NO

NO

NO ITS

WE HAVE THE LARGEST SELECTION OF
LI3Frigidaire 1 FREEZERS IN TOWN

Delivery optional at these low prices!

one. But it can't match the BD-4511
low price.
, Check out the mmpanson grill
for yourself Then check out the
TOshilia BO4511 14 vour,elf It's the
one the competition will try to,
copy, but can't duplicate

$3945'

$3695

FILL OUT AND MAIL TO
TWIN (.MC150E61(6 POODUCTS
3106001W
NUelt•T KY 02071

'
Oa C.41.

753-0123

$3995

some And Get'em,
*4.While They LasttN,,
Bring Your Own
Truck And Save!
3 Eumimommem,;._

$4195
CANON
HP-210
XEROX
2350

NO

NO

• 101:0.'16EY.
Y6114-10 • Err 'NO

NO

newhiaw opt.swl dual mewl),
All wohnowenw...serw. eielf..1
•

%At*,

'•

Twin Lake
Office
Products Inc.

'MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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SALE STARTS WEDNESDAY

1 Nedra Senier .4weel
Area Ho. Markel
.41Stations
it 400 Barra., &
,
50.1 he/her
00.02
$61 SW 00
$61 5642 00
160.5041 50
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ale Ends
All Styles illustrated
Not in Every Store

Colorful Basics
With A + In Style

r---4111

Our Reg. 16.96

13.44
5.22
8.22
Girls' Back-to-school Dresses
Prints, plaids, colors: ruffle trims
more. Polyester/cotton. 7-14.

Our
Reg
6 96

Girls' Polyester Knit Tops
Some appliques, ribbed trims,
autumn brights. Sizes 7-14 Save

Our
Reg
10 96

Girls' Flannel Pants
Pleats, belts, fun leg looks, fall
colors Polyester/rayon. Sizes 7-14.

P.rv,

Sot
Inc

Fit 10-13-

4.77

Our
5.976.97
Roomy Backpacks
Lightweight, durable rayon canvas, nylon taffeta

Sale
Price
Wide-rule Theme Book
40-page single subject
theme book. Size 1072x8"

$5

Pr.
Our 1.27
Knee-hi Campus Hose
"Tweed" Hose
Pr.1.37
blitaliNalaa101,

Our
Reg
5.68
6 Pair Men's Tube Socks
Orion' acrylic/nylon crews
OWWWWWWWWSt

Available At Your Neighborhood K mart.
•

•

•

COLORED PAPER

_

,
45
.
..

stf

.

•

•

•

'Or

—

• Nr•

":-"""

"

1

Our Rea.8.96 -10.96
$8

Your
Choice
Full Figure Shirts Or Pants
Cotton/polyester shirts in an array
of plaids, styles. 40-44. Smooth-fitting stretch polyester pants, some
with belts. 32-40. Save now'

Our 6.96 - 7.57 Your Choice

5.22

Misses' Fall Tops Or Sweaters
Footbai jerseys, .tallored knits
sparked with metallic accents: or
sweaters with fashion necklines
Varied fabrics and colors. Save'

Our Reg. 15.96

3.22

$8

Junior 'n Misses' Fashion Pants
Luxury polyester tailored into stunning styles, accented with pleats,
belts and waist detail In fall
heather tones 5/6-15/16 Save'

c 22

V.

Il
I
$12bh Save 3.
QV Our Rog 12.57
Ruffled Santa Fe

Crap

II

Our
27 96
29.96
•
Convertible Ski Jacket
zi -off fOr vest

, ,:il

•

COLORED F./

-

'

••••••••-•.,

•••

Save 32%
Our Reg 597
Boys Snappy Plaid Sport Shirt
Polyester/cotton broadcloth shirt
in choice of yarn-dyed plaids
Our 5.44. Jr. Boys' Shirt, 4-7. . . . $4

$4

Save 29%

$8

Our Reg. 9.97
Boys' Western-cut Fashion Jeans
Polyester/cotton/rayon denim
Our 8.97, Jr. Boys' Twill Jeans, Reg.,
$6.
Slim 4-7
Not Shown:
Our 8.97, Jr. Boy,s' Denim 4-7 $6

Save 3.97
Our Reg. 11.97
•
aye! Men'sStriped Knit Shirt
Is favorite leisuretime shirt for
mmer and right into fall. Polyesr/cotton. varied stripes. Values!

3

Save 2.97

Our Reg. 15.97
on Denim Jeans For Men
nsense Rustlers of rugged
n with 4 pockets, zip and
front double top stitching

5OUT
Reg,
6.96
Casual Style Sport Shirts

.66

COLORED PAPER

PiTO

1.972.97
Our

Men's Low-sise Briefs

•
elk

11 9J

Each
68°Our

Li'l Girls' Pan
Polyester/col

7.66
.-.
i t.
Tot Boys' _....
---2-3 4-

56,

2-4

" '368 3-Pr.1
Our 4
Or Brie
Polyester/co'

r-Tees

7.66
Our Reg.9.88-14.97

7.66A.11.9

Each
Sayings On Rich Leather Handbags For The Campus Bound
Classic styles of soft-as-butter leather, with double handles and
zipper top. Many with inside compartments. Fashion colors.

Sale
Price
Crystal Vanish Cleaner
Disinfects, removes stains
from toilet bowl. 48 oz •
'Net lel

Say.On Dove'Uquid
Mild dishwashing liquid is
cr
.
ntle on hands 22 oz •

Our Reg.

Our Reg. 3.97

Each
Tot Girls' Tops Or Pants
Polyester knit top or polyester/cotton twill pants.

Toddler
Boys' 2-4
Each
Sweatshirt Or Slacks
Cotton/Creslan•acrylic top:
polyester/cotton jeans.

$5

Our Reg. A

Our Reg. 6.47

Toddler Boys'Slack Set
2-pc. set of cotton/polyester. Color choice. 2-4.

3.
Toddler G
Screen pr
of colors

•American CyorworpAd Reg TM

Our Reg
1.97
Dry Roasted Peanuts
Mouth-watering, dry roasted peanuts In 16-oz or
•Nolvo1

Our Reg
1.51 Box
K mare Aluminum Foil
Metal cutter-edge box
12-x75' roll Save at K mart

2
Boxes
!
" N51
Sox of Saran Wrap'
For food storage, m
wave cooking Jumbo 6

1

COLORED PAPER

White
Or Blue

6‘11
pcEach
Our 97C

•

Li'l Girls Panty
Polyester/cotton

t.

loys'

4-Us

•••-

'368 3-Pr. Pkg.
Our 4.17
Tees Or Briefs
Polyester /cotton

Pair
Our
12.90
Men's And Boys' Joggers
Nylon/suede, padded insole
sturdy sole Men's, boys' 2/
1
2-6

,.r

2-4

Our Reg.4.97

iur Reg.6.47

55

oddler Boys'Slack Set
-pc set of cotton/polyster. Color choice. 2-4.

Our Reg.6.97

.50

Pair
Children's Nylon Joggers -Nylon and suede-like uppers,
padded vinyl collar 12/
1
2-3.

3.88 5.44 7.

Toddler Girls' Nightie
Screen punts in choice
- of colors. Polyester. 2-4.

Pair
Pair
Special
Our
Purchase
5.50
Women's Nylon Jogging Shoes
Children's Basketball Shoes
Nylon and suede-like Joggers
Canvas sneakers offer padfeature padded vinyl collar.
ded vinyl collar 6-12 full sizes.

2-pc. Thermal Sleeper
Footed grow sleeper of
polyester, colors Tots' 2-4

CAN

/5x46"
13x13" Washcloth,
16x26" Hand Towel,

2
Boxes1 N58
lox of Soren Wrap'

box
-nart

•

For food storage, microwave cooking. Jumbo 66x11/
1
2
"

20x26Our Reg.
7.22
•
Standard-size Bed Pillow
Polyester/cotton ticking,
deluxe polyester fill. Save

2

2-5 Per
Pkgs. 1 Pkg
K mart* Vacuum Bogs
Disposable vacuum clean
or bags for most models

Bath Size

5.97 Ea.
"Charm"Terry Towels
Looped terry of combed
cotton/polyester pile

-•••••••••••••••

w•t11.-15

.ORED PAPER

7
4.4

•

•

t•

•

•

.

ese

t•

Focal' Film Special! 110/20,
126/20 Or 135/20 Color Print Film,
3 97
ASA 100,Pkg. Of 3 Rolls

asorr
Of Rust
57,50x415-in ,
57,50x63-in.,
97,75x84-in.,
719 04-in,

"Adec"
by Citizen

7
4.

Stainless Steel Case

25.87

Sale
Price
Tele-Lectro'110 Pocket Camera
Has flash, telephoto lens, 1 roll Focal'
110/12 color print film. Save

19.

50x84"
Our Reg. —
22.97 Pr,

Our
Reg.
29.97

Foam-Insulated Draperies
Flocked cotton/polyester/rayon
with acrylic foam back. No iron

Women's Chronograph Alarm
5-function, L.C.D. digital quartz
watch with convenient...calendar

Bottenes not Included

-Z4A

r_12

- -•••
ffield
25.97, gull-size Set", 21.44
'33.97, Queen-size Set•• 28.94
....gt-apeowcases
-

13.77

Sole
Price
ElectroFlash" 126 Flash Camera
Sharp, clear pictures from 126-size
print or slide film, Built-in flash Save
not inctucied

12.

-Twin Set' —
Our Reg.16.97
Percale Sheet Set With Dacron°
Dacron polyester/cotton with 180
threads per sq. in. Multicolors. Save.

•

-Our -Reg.
69.96

Men's Analog/Digital Watch
7-function calendar watch with
reliable quartz accuracy. Save.

'Du Pont Reg IM'Includes 1 tall I fttled ,fleet I pelowcase

Available
Only In Stores With

•

..211111

Goes Good ci,M
With Food

1.77
1

Beef Liver'n Onions
-- Whipped potatoes,
vegetable, roll 'n butter

600-01

43.87

5 Gallon Vacuum
/
4
6'x11
/
4':hose,Two 20x11
wands,10" wet/dry nozzle

31-09

53

3.97

Sole
Prig,

Portable AM Radio
Pocket-size radio uses Ii
9-volt battery. Strap
battery not 0c:tucked

2.37

Sale
Price
Blank Cassette Tapes
Package of 2 SEL
.90minute recording tapes

COLORED PAPER
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,

8-Years
4-light Frosted
Glass Kit, 27.44

Black & Decker' Circular Saw
71/A -in, saw for general-purpose use
Combination blade included. Save.

K mart`
Sale Pnce

/
Less Factor,
Rebate

Energy Saver
Antique Brass
Finish

928

28.97

1

9" Schoolhouse Or
8" Round Kit, Ea. H.88

4 Wood Blades, 52" Ceiling Fan
Built-in speed control Light adaptable
79.88
48" Ceiling Fan

belbote unbled lo
mor,f

Custom Tinting At No Extra Cost

9.77
- 2.00

10.

5.96

7.77

Your Net
Cost After
Factory Rebate

or BrightstIle Lighting Unit
25" fluorescent light includes cord
and switch. No special wiring needed.

Gal.,
Our •
15.88

8-yr. Exterior Latex House Paint
Flat-finish paint features one-coat
coverage, soap-and-water cleanup
White custom tints Save noW
Gloss House Trim Paint Gal., 11 88
Our 5.97, 4" Polyester Paint Brush, 4.38

Our Reg
9.48
Indoor/Outdoor Extension Cord
50-ft heavy-duty. 3-wire grouncied
cord. Made to OSHA requirements

DP

Sold
Sportily
Goods Dept

Women s
Our Reg 16 97

Sale Price

Our Reg. 29.97

24.97 44.9747- 1297 2087
Coleman 42-qt. Cooler
Steel reinforced Corners. Tray and drain.

Our Reg. 8.97

697

Bowling Bag
Galosh'300 Ball
ng Shoes
Many colors, weights Supported vinyl
cushioned sole
construction Ball rest
9100S,Pr. 14.97 ABC approved
•

Deluxe Weight Bench
Incline bench with leg lift
110-1b. Barbell Set, 19.97

•

r

•

•

•

•
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TIRE MAINTENANCE

VISA

EVER', 5000 111.15 EOR '14
LFE OE TOUR IT MART TIRES Me
SMART STORE r9504 SELLS
SOASMART WAND 1555 WILL PEA
ltitilTs0:XfICNARGsE195j I

ak"

WOW

i

The Saving Place®

1 I•nnerty Pnleit.len
2 Thom334;00, Inspect we
3 03•clt AM
VoN• 5h3
,
331

• Crock

nessum

1
•1101M0e
,,e00weOr ratIng bated
On US Pop, Of 1,ansporlahon
Jndlcorn Tire CivelMe 0.0009 55lter-

Steel Belted Radials

44.97a.

CAM"

Tires. Batteries
And Service
Available Only
In Stores With
„Service Bays

N.

Our Reg. 62.97
P165/80R13
.

Plug F.E.T. 1.69
KM Radial 225'
Radial Tire Traction
Mfr. Treadwear Rating 140'
Estimated 42,000 Mlles

51515

MG.

P185/75113

47.97

P195/75114

73.97

4 Ply Polyester
Cord Whitewalls

P205175114

29.97.

2.47

P205/75115
P215)75114

2.4$

52.97

P215)75115

2.59

P225/75114

$7.97

P225)75115

$5.97

512F5

C78,14 48.97
57804 51.97

P225/70115'

678114 54.97
1178.14 57.97
6711115 56.97
57805 59.97

All Tires Plus F E T. Ea.

'A034003e 01

178.15 61.97

l.m.ted I Men. F

F.E.T.

7
3.9
.97
4$
47.97
47.97
48.97
31.87

12
2 26
2.49
1.35
2.54
2.79

SERVICES INCLUDE

Draw Fol.or.
...▪ .^.12* OP VW *NIS

at, titt.
Wooten..
.... • • .

SALE

36,97 1.71
39.97 1.15
42.97 2.01

$75.14 52.97

Plus F.E.T. 1.59 Ea.
Mfr. Treadwear Rating 80*
Estimated 24,000 Miles
Mounting Included • No Trade-in Required

P235/75115

REG

178.13 46.97

Our Reg
41.97
A78x13

- ▪
1•••••• C,111,
0••1
.
n•C•••Cry
•...MI DO,COI
,Or onee-

monce

alfee,
3 Cnossa Isisnoahon
extra)

3 333.3cca 3.0w ora
(Venn.
• 01113410

C v•PON

F emace..on• moor leo*
• 1111.
11/1■14OPS• Mae
•10.•.• *cf.
00 n•••••• an* ar 1110.0 02
.

Top Or Side
Terrnina/ Style
With Exchange

46.88

Carryout Sale P
Our
58.88

48-month Battery
Fits many cars and light
trucks. Maintenance free

11.99

$98

13.97E..

Labo
Included
Oil/Lube/Fitter Special
Work done on many
cars and light trucks.
Additional ports and services ore extra

Sale Price
Disc/Drum Brake Offer
For Many U.S and foreign
cars. Light trucks higher.
Seinsmetallic pods $10 more

Monro-Motic • Shocks
Sizes to fit many U.S. and
foreign-made cars

Style And
Aer May Vary
39.97 5%"

39.97
6x9"

7Sale Price
Push-button AM/FM /Cassette Stereo
Deluxe AM/PM/cassette radio for many cars
51
/
4-In, or x9-in. 3-way speakers Pr.. 39.97

$1
11 111

Our Reg. 29.88

19.97

6-amp Battery Charger
Recharges 6- Of 12-volt
batteries in 3-7 hours

Sale nce

Our Reg. 14.88

9.97..1107 10.97
!eat Cushion
_

LC.D. Digital Clock
Tells hOWS/MInUteSiSeConds/date With pouch:Salter,included

Thank You For Shopping At K mart
•
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